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Abstract	
  
The way we imagine housing in this country has been organized in a very powerful
binary: the suburbs and the inner city. Whether looking to the Chicago School’s influence on
sociology and urban planning or pop culture films, the affluent suburbs are constantly being
pitted against the poor inner city. A conventional approach to urban poverty studies the
immediate geographic area where poverty is. But, if our understanding of the city is in
opposition to the suburbs, the suburbs too offer utility for exploring urban poverty. This thesis,
which stemmed out of experiences as a participant in a service learning project—The
Philadelphia Field Project—and follow-up research, examines an upper class suburb as a way of
understanding poverty in the inner city. Tracing the suburbs history, we can see how they were
able to secure such a privileged place in the United States’ cultural landscape. Then, in light of
Foucauldian power structures that uphold the suburbs, we can begin to deconstruct and shift the
categories of suburban versus urban. There are no essentialized suburban or inner city
experiences; the binary is both a false and damaging one. Demonstrating the breadth of the
suburban experience is one way to destabilize the category. The larger point of entry for this
poststructural exercise is the ecological. By auditing an actual suburban community in Bucks
County, it becomes apparent that the culturally hegemonic conception of the suburbs not only is
detrimental to the inner city, but also cannot be sustained on its own. The demonstrated resource
intensity of this way of living shows that the resources do not exist for the entire nation to live in
this way. Deconstructing this metropolitan binary—drawing heavily on Derrida and feminist
scholars that have given his theory greater utility—through the ecological point of entry, we
create space for other housing conceptions in lifestyle conversations and political movements—if
not space for the actual suburban homes themselves.
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Chapter	
  One	
  
Introduction
In the summer of 2007 I lived in West Philadelphia as part of the Philadelphia Field
Project, a service-learning project run by Dr. Lakshman Yapa at the Pennsylvania State
University. The project’s focus prompts rethinking urban poverty (Yapa, 2008, 131-146). I
went to the inner city, thus, to “study” urban poverty. Three years later, because of that
experience, I ended up researching the suburbs. At first consideration, this thesis’s conception
during the Philadelphia Field Project might be odd. I lived in a home that matches the middle
class, homogenous suburban conception for the majority of my life. Why was this project
conceived while living in West Philadelphia? This personal experience is indicative of a larger
suburban-inner city connection that has a huge influence on how housing and lifestyle are
conceived in the United States. Through thinking, research, reading, and writing on the
metropolis in the United States, this progression actually makes a lot of sense because of the
suburban inner city connection.
Part of the reason that the suburban topic persisted in the inner city is because they have a
clear presence. The way we imagine housing in this country is through a very powerful binary of
the suburbs and the inner city. Whether looking to the Chicago School’s influence on sociology
and urban planning or pop culture film depictions, the affluent suburbs are constantly being
pitted against the poor inner city. If the two are situated in opposition, with the suburbs
occupying the place of privilege, I thus focus this thesis on explaining why we should move
away from this binary.
A conventional approach to urban poverty studies the immediate geographic area where
poverty is. But, if our understanding of the city is in opposition to the suburbs, the suburbs too
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offer utility as a site of exploration. This is a poststructuralist idea, but we see it in lots of work;
for instance the writing of Saskia Sassen on globalization says “We cannot study x by confining
our study to the characteristics of x” (Sassen, 2007, 4). This thesis examines a non-poor suburb
as a way of understanding poverty in the inner city. Tracing their history, we can see how the
suburbs were able to secure such a privileged place in the United States’ cultural landscape.
Then, in light of Foucauldian power structures that uphold the suburbs, we can begin to
deconstruct and shift the category. There are no essentialized suburban or inner city experiences;
the binary is both a false and damaging one. Demonstrating the breadth of the suburban
experience is one way to destabilize the suburban category. The larger point of entry for this
poststructural exercise, however, is the ecological. By auditing the ecological impact of an
actual suburban community in Bucks County Pennsylvania, it becomes apparent that the
culturally hegemonic conception of the suburbs not only is unsustainable, but also is detrimental
if positioned as a model for the inner city. The demonstrated resource intensity of this way of
living can actually function to problematize the binary that has so captured our collective
imagination about lifestyle and housing. By deconstructing this metropolitan binary—drawing
heavily on Derrida and poststructural feminist theory in the United States —through the
ecological point of entry, we can trouble the privilege the suburbs are allotted.
Suburb Definition
First this thesis must establish a context for the word “suburb.” Society, including
academia, the media, and pop culture, has a lot to say about the suburbs:
The literature [on the suburbs] is so vast that is easy to forget that almost all of it
has appeared in the past forty-five years. Indeed, it is so vast that historians have
already begun writing articles about the historiography of suburbia, the history of
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its history. This literature is also very rich, so rich that historians now know more
about suburbia than about any other part about the American metropolis
(Fogelson, 2005, 3).
While suburban publications increased in the last half-century, the suburban locale did not
appear just in the last 45 years. Counter to Fogelson’s implication that the suburbs merely
“appeared” 45 years ago is Jackson, who wrote one of the most fundamental pieces on the
suburbs’ history. He distinguishes between the suburbs the place and the suburbs the institution:
Thus the suburb as a residential place, as the site of scattered dwellings and
businesses outside city walls, is as old as civilization and an important part of the
ancient, medieval, and early modern urban traditions. However, suburbanization
as a process involving the systematic growth of fringe areas at a pace more rapid
than that of core cities, as a lifestyle involving a daily commute to jobs in the
center started in the United States and Great Britain, where it can be dated from
1815 (Jackson, 1985, 13).
The suburbs have been a way to organize society for quite some time. The myth of a
suburban ideal, while newer, is also well established. Ebenezer Howard, though most known for
his influence on modern urban planning, wrote about the Town-Country Magnet and Garden
City. The Town-Country Magnet attempts to combine the best of the rural and urban (Howard,
1898, 317). While seeming to magnify the failings of both extremes in practice, the suburbs
have been idealized and their myth replicated.
Fogelson is correct in his assertion that the suburbs have been written about extensively.
Despite or perhaps because of this exploration, the suburbs do not have a single definition. They
have been conceptualized in terms of political status, economic function, social meaning,
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landscape, ideology, lifestyle, and development (Nicolaides and Wiese, 2006, 7). This thesis
will rely on the established suburban definition stemming from the societal ideal while also
problematizing it.
In order to craft a definition of the suburbs, we are forced to rely on the same ideas that
we want to question. While seemingly awkward, this predicament is not unexpected. It speaks
to Foucault’s conception of power: we are limited in what we can know by the power structures
determining what is ‘normal.’ Thus, even in countering these norms, that which has been
construed as “normal” structures our approach (Foucault, 1980, 133).
There is the notion of the suburbs in mainstream culture—a middle class, homogenous
perspective. Two of the most cited writers on the suburban experience in the United States,
Kenneth Jackson and Robert Fishman, offer descriptive embodiments of this definition. Jackson,
in his book Crabgrass Frontier writes: “affluent and middle class Americans live in suburban
areas that are far from their place of work, in homes they own, and in the center of yards that by
urban standards elsewhere are enormous” (1985, 6). Fishman offers a similar idea: a suburb is a
“distinctive low density environment defined by the primacy of the single family house set in the
greenery of an open, parklike setting” (Fishman, 1987, 5). To explore the metropolitan binary,
we will start with this culturally hegemonic suburban conception (when invoking the JacksonFishman suburbs throughout the rest of this thesis, they will be referred to as such). Since this
suburb has established itself as a preferred housing model, there is a need to engage it. We will
establish how this sole suburban understanding was able to situate itself in various power
systems. Only after can we can subsequently move to the task of identifying the differences that
exist within the “suburbs” as a way of resisting this false suburban-inner city binary ourselves.
This culturally hegemonic perspective, while dominant, represents an essentialized
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suburban experience. The suburbs do not only exist exclusively within the parameters of
Jackson’s definition, even if that is how they are presented and understood most often. Two
geographers that offer suburban scholarship beyond the affluent versions are Richard Harris and
Robert Lewis. They argue that the fragmentation of municipal governments encouraged all
different people to settle on the fringes of cities from 1900 to 1950, not only the rich or middle
class. Thirty two percent of all manufacturing jobs were located beyond city limits; factory jobs
only existing on the inner city is a misconception. By 1950, the percentage of immigrants in the
suburbs was almost identical to that of the inner city, nine versus eleven percent. Such
comparisons do point to the strength of the binary in guiding our thinking—saying that the inner
city is this and the suburbs that. But the larger point these statistics illustrate is that there is a
whole spectrum of suburban experiences, some of which even mirror the inner city.
Building on this insight, they [Harris and Lewis] and others have begun to
emphasize the need for a new metropolitan scope of analysis, one that recognizes
the inescapable connections across the totality of metropolitan areas as well as the
implications of events in one part of the metropolis for conditions in the remainder
(Nicolaides and Wiese, 2006, 6).
This thesis explores the United States metropolis through the point of entry of its pronounced
inter-connections. What happens ecologically in the suburbs does not end at the lawn’s edge.
While there is a revisionist perspective developing, the white middle class suburban idea is still
alive and powerful. It is in my own personal suburban experience. It is in my case study. It is
even in the inner city. We thus will hold the culturally hegemonic definition and hold it in
tension for it both indicates the dominant perspective and its problems.
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The Binary: Connecting the Suburbs to the Inner City
We can trace the tendency to situate the inner city in opposition to the suburbs in the
United States, among other sources, to one of the most influential contributors to urban studies:
the Chicago School. The Chicago School refers to the group of urban sociologists (including
Louis Wirth, Horace Cayton, St. Clair Drake, Robert E. Park, and Ernest Burgess) who had large
impacts on sociology itself as well as on conceptions of the city. Their use of the city of Chicago
as a “living laboratory” was a monumental development in the way academic research was done.
Additionally, the Chicago School provided a model of urban space in 1929 that did pit the
affluent suburban periphery against the poor inner city. It is called the concentric zone theory
(see Figure 1 in Appendix). Burgess said that the modern city is organized according to these
zones in the absence of other influential factors (Burgess, 1929, 102). This model illustrates one
way in which allowances for variance within the suburbs and the inner city are erased. Many
since have likewise relied on essential suburbs and inner cities. The Chicago School has
contributed to our conventional wisdom and is duplicated in many conversations about North
American cities.
Burgess contends that the American city has five concentric urban zones. The zones
were: the Central Business District, the Zone in Transition, the Zone of Independent
Workingmen’s Homes, the Zone of Better Residences, and the Commuter’s Zone. In the city,
outside of the Central Business District, Burgess writes with urgency about the “residential
deterioration … homeless-men areas, resorts of gambling, bootlegging, sexual vice and of
breeding places of crime” (Burgess, 1929, 102). It is “in this area of physical deterioration and
social disorganization our studies show the greater concentration of poverty, bad housing,
juvenile delinquency, family disintegration, physical and mental disease” (102). Just as powerful
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as Burgess’s descriptions of the negative attributes of the inner city are his assertions that as
families prosper they can “escape” the helplessness of the inner city. He values not living too
near to one’s work. In the outer zones, Burgess says that everything from newspapers and books
to the election of women into public office are more likely to occur. He concludes with the
following two points. First, the Commuter’s Zone is the domain of the matriarch family
(speaking to conceptions of gender roles in the suburbs). Second, the communities are probably
the most segregated in the entire metropolitan region.
This model has a strong legacy. Many urban sociologists and geographers drew upon
this work, including Edward Soja on postmodern Los Angeles, William Julius Wilson on the
urban “underclass,” and Ali Mandanipor on spatial social exclusion. Other urban theories have
been developed from it, including the “sectoral model” by Homer Hoyt and the “multiple nuclei
model” by geographers Chauncey Harris and Edward Ullman. Burgess’s work certainly has
“served generations of other urban sociologists, geographers, and planners as a kind of
prolegomenon to any future study of the city” (LeGates and Stout, 1996, 150).
The Concentric Model Theory is just one instance of the existing connection and
presented opposition between the suburbs and the inner city. They are connected economically,
politically, culturally, and ecologically. These four lenses can provide instances of the
connections across the metropolis in the United States.
Economically, a link between the suburbs and the inner city is evident through jobs.
Consider what the Pennsylvania Atlas states on suburban and inner city (Philadelphia) jobs.
For example, the number of manufacturing establishments in the city dropped
form 5024 in 1958 to 2298 in 1982, while the number of employees slipped from
287,000 to 125,000. The suburban counties, on the other hand, tended to have
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increases in both numbers of establishments and numbers of employees,
especially in Montgomery County…. Those employment gains have
been…developed near major regional highways convenient to a suburban labor
force (Cuff, 1989, 242).
Conventional poverty maps guide us to think about the lack of jobs in the inner city. While this
lack of jobs is one part of the conversation, it is not sufficient. They do not question the jobs in
the suburbs, where the income is being produced (Yapa, 1998, 261). Generally, a lack of jobs in
the inner city would be seen exclusively as an urban failing. Perhaps it would be recommended
that the city “follow” the suburbs and create jobs. But, when a lack of city jobs is considered in
light of the growth in suburban jobs, a different sort of response can be imagined.
Politically, the federal government also sanctioned the binary. They helped to even
create the suburbs by annexing and providing for suburban communities through municipal
services (a process that will be elaborated on in chapter three). Later, through the bureaucraticsanctioned discriminatory practice called redlining, the government positioned the suburbs above
the inner city by awarding more loans for that style of housing. By labeling white suburbs as
good (worthy of loans) and minority inner city neighborhoods as bad (unworthy), the opposition
continued.
Culturally, the suburbs are represented as the norm. When they are not, they are the end
goal. During the Philadelphia Field Project, I met people who talked about wanting to leave the
West Philadelphia for the suburbs. The power of this discourse travels. Another personal
correspondent from Buenos Aires, Argentina relayed to me that no one in the United States lives
in the city—or is poor. While both of these examples are perhaps extreme, they emphasize the
power of the suburban privilege. The aesthetic value of homes is defined with the suburbs in
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mind. When asked the best place to raise children, people invoke the suburbs. There are very
real of privileging the suburbs. The connection between the suburbs and the inner city makes
them widespread as well.
Ecologically, the suburbs and the inner city are connected because false fetishization of
green suburban space has earned it the reputation of being an environmentally superior option to
the dirty inner city. This particular connection will be further developed in chapter four.
In establishing—and then problematizing—the suburban-inner city binary, we must note
that although the suburbs have privilege, they alone do not exert influence on the other term (the
inner city). Douglass, an early sociologist, wrote in 1925 “Even though it [the suburb] is a town
in form, the brand of the city is stamped upon it…it is the push of the city outward” (110). We
can see from the way the suburbs functioned in the 19th century that the city influenced the
suburbs (its tax base and infrastructure allowed the suburbs to exist!). Continuing to modern
day, it should not be such a stretch then to see this relationship as reciprocal. The suburbs have
an enormous influence on the inner city; also, the inner city has an enormous influence on the
suburbs.
Overview of Coming Sections
Here is a brief overview of the thesis.
Chapter two outlines this project’s theoretical basis.

This thesis approaches urban

poverty by exploring the non-poor suburbs to understand poverty in the inner city in a different
way. If this approach is indeed unusual, we will to briefly explore the “usual” approach to urban
poverty. This section outlines the most prominent discourse centered on poverty. Conventional
poverty maps from census data in West Philadelphia point to common manifestations of poverty
discourse. I will then transition from the conventional way of looking at poverty to an alternate
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perspective based on poststructuralist theory. This perspective will outline poststructuralism’s
evolution as theory as well as its main principles to articulate its utility.
Chapter three serves as a conventional literature review of one suburban experience: the
aforementioned culturally hegemonic suburbs. If the suburbs have been normalized and
naturalized, it is crucial to examine how this occurred. There is nothing natural or happenstance
about the suburbs existence. Their creation was not a random event. With a focus on some of
the most well known names in planning (including Jackson, Fishman, Wright, and Le
Corbusier), I outline how the suburbs became established as an institution in the United States. I
structure this chapter through the lenses of government, technology, transportation, land use,
business, culture, and sexuality.
Chapter Four is the case study. It begins with a review of the environmental state of the
suburbs, historically speaking, in the United States. I then outline the ecological indices in the
literature. These established indices motivated the ecological indices I selected to examine for
my case study. After justifying the environmental elements explored here, I describe the area of
study in Bucks County, PA. The actual ecological attributes examined for the Hearthstone
Community include: auto-dependency, square footage of asphalt, land use, heating, and Energy
Use.
In chapter five I explicitly utilize and apply deconstruction theory in order to strive for a
new urban politics. Breaking down the binary of the suburbs and inner city makes the ecological
limitations of the suburbs more apparent. In this sense, chapter five applies the significance of
Derrida and deconstruction theory by citing the ecological realities of the suburbs in order to
push us in a new direction.
Chapter six serves as a conclusion, summarizing some of the findings here and
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contextualizing the assertions made here in a 2010 moment.
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Chapter	
  Two	
  
This work deals very explicitly and extensively with the suburbs. It is the suburban
history we are tracing and the suburban resources we are auditing. Extensive work as been done
in both of these realms. Kenneth Jackson wrote a compelling history of the suburbs in Crabgrass
Frontier over 20 years ago (1985). Adam Rome, Dolores Hayden, and Robert Fishman all
recounted similarly middle class, homogenous versions of the suburbs (2005, 2004, 1987).
Geographers Richard Harris and Robert Lewis are among the scholars problematizing an
essentialized view of the suburbs. They are joined by others such as Becky M. Nicolaides (on
class) and Andrew Wiese (on race) (2001, 2002, 2004). Likewise, there has been work done on
the ecological impact of the suburbs, such as by the National Center for Growth Research and
Education, the Atlanta SMARTRAQ Study, the Global Footprint Network, One Planet Living,
and even more generally by National Public Radio and the Environmental Protection Agency
(Ewing 2009, Frank and Chapman 2004, Francis and Wheeler 2006, Kreit 2009 and EPA 2010).
While the history and ecological audit presented here are important pieces of this thesis, what
distinguishes this work, however, is not their presence alone. Rather the larger theoretical
framework that forces us to rethink the suburbs is the crucial part of this approach.
The theoretical approach to this project challenges the dominant discourse on poverty by
looking to the suburbs, guided by poststructuralist theory. When referring to discourse in this
thesis, we mean the language that governs how we know what we know (conception of power
from Foucault). Allen conceptualizes the definition as follows:
1 a group of statements (the archive) which may differ in substance or even
contradict one another, yet possess a certain regularity in the relations between
statements that provides an unproblematic way of talking about a topic; 2
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discontinuous practices, which may cross over one another, exclude one another,
even work along new lines, yet remain governed by what it is possible to say and
think about a particular topic (Allen, 2003, 25).
The prevailing discourse will be referred to as the “dominant” discourse for the duration of this
thesis. For a discourse to be dominant means that it is powerful, able to capture our imagination,
recreates itself, and is constructed as the usual or normal way of imagining reality. Foucauldian
power conceptions maintain that in many ways we are limited by the dominant discourse. Even
in critiquing or trying to problematize the dominant discourse, we are guided by it. Nonetheless,
knowing the sources of power that do guide our thinking can help us to realize that the suburban
experience is neither natural nor inevitable. This approach can help us to rethink the suburbs
despite the control the dominant discourse has. Before troubling this discourse, however, we
must examine what the governed way of thinking about poverty dictates.
Conventional Poverty Approaches
Since we do not usually look the suburbs when discussing urban poverty, this chapter
outlines the ways in which we do talk about poverty. Then, we turn to the perspective
poststructuralism can offer counter to that dominant discourse. Once established, this
framework, the suburban history and the ecological audit fused together serve to deconstruct the
suburban-inner city binary.
The United States has the thread of poverty discourse running through most of its history.
The discourse encompasses many facets of poverty. The aspect to be explored here, however is
the notion of measuring poverty. Because this social science-based practice is linked to the
Great Society legislation and is mostly a post-1960s phenomenon in execution, this overview
will be limited to a similar time period.
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The emphasis on affluence in the United States’ culture in the 1950s after World War II
was pervasive and obscured real lived experiences. Two works in particular brought a more
nuanced picture of life in the United States beyond unfettered progress: The Affluent Society and
The Other America. John Kenneth Galbraith in The Affluent Society wrote about inequities in the
United States, emphasizing the decrepit public infrastructure against burgeoning private wealth.
Galbraith’s thesis was that poverty remained in the United States even if it was not discussed:
“Conventional economic discourse does make occasional obeisance to the continued existence of
some poverty,” Galbraith says, but it does not cede much more (1958, p. 322). Michael
Harrington, begins The Other America by heavily citing Galbraith. Harrington too wrote counter
to the notion of a solely middle class United States in the 1950s. He argued that poverty was
more severe and pervasive an issue than most acknowledged because it had been rendered
invisible (Harrington, 1962, 7-13). In later, work, Harrington coined the term the welfare state.
Harrington greatly contributed to widely accepted academic conceptualizations of poverty
(Isserman 2009).
These two works helped lay the foundation for new poverty legislation in the United
States. These two authors did important work; poverty needed to be put back on the “agenda”
after cultural conditions in the 1950s shut people’s eyes to domestic breaches of social justice.
Talking about poverty and inequality is an influential action. It crafts the way in which we
conceptualize poverty. In turn, the way we approach poverty produces the solutions and
responses. An invisible poverty being reintroduced to the United States middle class leads to
various measurements and indicators as the solutions.
A manifestation of the academic, government, and cultural response to poverty at this
time is present in the Appalachian Regional Commission. In 1964, the Appalachian Regional
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Commission was created. The Commission is important because it indicated the nation’s rising
awareness, fueled by the media, of domestic poverty. During the 1960 presidential election,
John F. Kennedy’s monumental campaign stop to the region served to help congeal his political
thoughts on poverty. He went on to initiate the program: the War on Poverty. Before this
resurgence of national attention to poverty, the programs already in place were leftover from the
Great Depression. They upheld that poverty could be overcome by employment. The War on
Poverty claimed that poverty could be overcome by specific actions. After Kennedy was
assassinated, Johnson followed through with the War on Poverty: “That’s my kind of program.
It will help people. I want to move full speed ahead on it (Glasmeier, 2005, v, 36, 37).
Johnson’s response ushered in more than just domestic programs (Head Start, Medicare,
Job Corps, Neighborhood Corps) to “fight” this war, but many “objective” measurements of
poverty as well. Such measurements are thus relatively new, as they were introduced around the
same time as the War on Poverty. Poverty statistics and thresholds are still engrained in the
language we now use to talk about poverty. An Atlas of Poverty in America, by Amy Glasmeier,
provides a history of mapping poverty. The first official measure came from Social Security
Administration employee Molly Orshanksky. She created a threshold of poverty that drew upon
the United States Department of Agriculture’s (USDA) food plan. Assuming all United States
citizens spent one-third of their income on food, drawing the dollar amount from the USDA’s
Household Food Consumption survey, she multiplied food costs by three (to achieve total
income needed). She then created a matrix of 124 thresholds of poverty dependent on family
size, type, and employment. There was a shift in 1966 to index the thresholds by the United
States Consumer Price Index instead of the USDA surveys (now updated by the Census for
inflation). Since 1965 when the federal poverty threshold (also referred to as line or level) was
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adopted by the Johnson administration, these thresholds became the official working definition
of poverty in many facets of life in the United States (Glasmeier 2005 p.v). It becomes clear
how the mainstream discourse defines poverty: “people are poor because they have low
incomes” (Glasmeier, 2005, v, 2).
The way in which dominant discourses are established is very intimately linked with
power. The power behind this established way of thinking about poverty is strong. Discourses,
inherently neither true nor false, become constructed as true within power networks (Foucault,
1980, 98). The “truth” about poverty is embedded in schema of power.
A key in establishing the discourse is constant reproduction.
Power never ceases its interrogation, its inquisition, its registration of truth: it
institutionalises professionalises, and rewards its pursuit…we are also subject to
truth in the sense in which it is truth that makes the laws, that produces the same
true discourse which, at least partially, decides, transmits, and itself extends upon
the effects of power (Foucault 1980, 93-94).
The dominant poverty discourse is institutionalized through its inclusion in government
programs. It has been professionalized through the works published by many academics. It is
rewarded and reaffirmed through the notion that any discussion of poverty must be beneficial.
A truth about poverty has been produced. The logic of measuring is institutionalized so
that poverty statistics are the starting point of almost any conversation on poverty. Starting from
this position, guides focus to where the poverty statistics exist. In this case, the focus is on the
West Philadelphia area over the surrounding suburbs. The conventional logic determines our
mode of thinking. Additionally, in keeping in line with how Foucault theorizes power, this logic
of poverty has become entrenched far and beyond the domestic political projects of the United
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States in the 1960s.
In “What causes poverty? A postmodern view” Yapa summarizes the three ways in which
the University has adopted these normalizing discourses on measuring poverty:
There are three noteworthy features of the conventional academic representation
of poverty. First, poverty is conceived as a concrete material condition and
ascribed the status of a dependent variable in the analysis. Second, a list of
causative factors (or independent variables) that may vary from study to study is
invoked to explain poverty. Third, suggestions to solve the problem are based on
actions that manipulate what are deemed to be the more important causative
agents (Yapa, 1996, 717).
This summary of the way in which the academy engages with poverty outlines how the dominant
discourse dictates the study of urban poverty. If poverty is viewed strictly in economic terms
with root causes, a response would be injecting money into the physical poverty area.
Poststructuralism questions the notion of origins (and thus root causes) and pushes us to expand
responses to poverty beyond this one vision.
One way poverty, defined as a deficiency of income, can be represented within
geography is spatially. A map very couched in the usual approach to poverty, follows.
As geographers, the mainstream discourse suggests that we represent measurements and
possible causative factors spatially. Four very commonly cited “causative factors” of poverty
include: unemployment, female-headed households, race, and income. A map depicting each of
these factors (marked Figures 2-5) can be found in the Appendix. These maps were generated
using the 2000 Census data for Philadelphia. The attributes were linked to a shapefile of the
Philadelphia census block information in ArcGIS. These maps contrast to the approach taken in
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this paper. They demonstrate the very conventional, normalizing discourse on poverty. Each of
the four attributes featured in the maps becomes privileged as a fundamental feature to
understand poverty. This way of thinking precludes the suburbs as a useful site.
The conventional approach to poverty as well as the suburban-inner city binary it helped
to produce does more than focus our attention on the inner city space. It provides an air of
innocence for the suburbs. This spatial representation of variables (Figures 2-5) partitions space
to the problem (inner city) and non-problem (the suburbs). As concentrated areas of poverty pop
up on the map (represented by the dark red color), the maps goad us into thinking that studying
this particular area could reveal the root causes as to why it is red as opposed to yellow (“nonproblem, non-poor”). In The Other America, Harrington makes the distinction between the poor
inner city and non-poor suburbs explicit through his established culture of poverty: “The
American poor are pessimistic and defeated and thus are victimized by mental suffering to a
degree unknown in the suburbs” (1962, 2). Harrington essentializes the poor and suburban. We
think of certain areas as blameless and end point achievements and others as those at fault and
needing fixing. Besides robbing the poor of all agency with this description, Harrington makes it
overwhelmingly clear that the suburbs are not part of the experience of poverty in the United
States. Not only Harrington makes this statement though. Dominant discourses, the way we
imagine solutions is pre-determined. When it comes to urban poverty, our imagination is
directed to the areas where poverty is. What if we decide to problematize this assertion? We
could enter the conversation from a different locale. What if we do not accept how our thinking
has been established? We could look at how the lifestyle of the “normal” suburbs affects the poor
“other” in a dramatic way. One way in which we can transition from the conventional approach
and maps to an approach that includes sites of interest like the suburbs is by applying
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poststructuralism.
Poststructural Theory
There are critiques of how we measure poverty in the mainstream discourse. The poverty
threshold does not include public assistance; it is measured before taxes are collected; it still
assumes that families spend one-third of their income on food (in the 21st century it is much
closer to one-sixth) (Glasmeier 2005, vi). We also need critiques situated outside of this
powerful way of thinking. By tracing the evolution of the social theory known as
poststructuralism, we can then redirect our thinking about the suburbs and the inner city.
Poststructuralism is “a philosophically informed and theoretically distinctive approach to
knowing the world” (Gibson-Graham, 2002, 95). It is a fairly young theory. Jacques Derrida,
one of poststructuralism’s fundamental contributors, delivered his keynote address, “Structure,
Sign and Play in the Discourse of the Human Science,” at a structuralist conference at Johns
Hopkins University in 1966. This speech served as a catalyst for the movement, sparking a
structuralist controversy that questioned the philosophically held tenants of the structuralists.
Early writers within the theory published throughout the 1970s. Crucial contributions came in
the 1980s and 1990s. Stemming from art and architecture, today, theorists from a variety of
disciplines, from human geography to women’s studies, apply its ideas to many different
research approaches.
One way to conceptualize poststructuralism is to trace its progression. According to
Hawthorne, poststructuralism both builds on structuralism and deconstructs it (a theoretical tool
of poststructuralism) (Andermahr, Lovel, Wolkowitz1997, 171).
If poststructuralism is moving past structuralism, more than outright rejecting it, a brief
overview of structuralism can serve to differentiate itself from those ideas that are uniquely
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poststructuralist. One important concept to structuralism is semiotics. Semiotics can be
understood as the science of signs. It is the study of symbolism and the meaning people derive
from it. The technical vocabulary of poststructuralists comes in a large part from Ferdinand de
Saussure, a major linguist who wrote some of his most influential pieces from 1909 to 1911. He
maintained that ideas existed independent of their respective words; language is not a mirror that
portrays preexisting ideas to the world. Words are defined not by some essential pre-determined
meaning, but rather by how other words in the language system construct them. He refers to the
word as the signifier and the concept the word portrays as the signified. There is no natural
connection or bridge between the two. For instance, the suburbs do not inherently have to
invoke a certain picture of class, resources, race, and gender. But, we are made to understand
them as middle class, white, heterosexual families living intensely on the environment because
of the powerful influences to which the word suburb is subject. This concept of semiotics, used
by many structuralists and poststructuralists alike, is one of Saussure’s greatest lasting
contributions to the theory (Palmer, 1997, 13-25).
Divorced from absolute truth, meanings are also not frozen. The concept through which
objects have to travel to get to “their” word is not static, but rather dynamic. Words do not refer
to unique and specific concepts because they have multiple meanings they can transition through.
These meanings as well are not fixed in relation to one another. The greater the number of
concepts through which the word can travel to the object, the greater the “semiotic density” is.
For example, the suburbs are “semiotically dense” because when one hears the word suburbs, it
travels through a number of concepts invoking many possible ideas. Seven in particular that
chapter three explores are government, technology, transportation, land use, business, culture,
and sexuality. The entire system (of language) that contains these words is also constantly
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changing (the point where the poststructuralists move beyond the structuralists). The suburbs
have no essential meaning. But, the power of government (for example) that helps to construct
them is also in flux and without origins.
Judith Butler, a philosopher known for her contributions to feminist and queer theory,
writes on another development that came of poststructuralism that is of particular interest for the
aims of this paper.
The poststructuralists break with Saussure and with the idenitarian structures of
exchange found in Levi-Strauss [an anthropologist known for using the binary of
culture and nature] refutes the claims of totality and universality and the
presumption of binary structural oppositions that implicitly operate to quell the
insistent ambiguity and openness of linguistic and cultural signification (Butler,
1999, 54).
This thesis troubles the universality of the suburban model within housing. Butler makes two
points key to the suburban case. One, the totalizing impact of the suburbs need not be. The
claims can be troubled. Two, a binary of the suburbs and the inner city does exist in which the
two are in opposition; this positioning has cultural significance.
Thus, despite its cultural totality, there is no inherent suburban meaning. If the suburbs
do not have an inherent structure, then we are not subject to knowing them in an exclusive way.
There is agency then to shift these categories. We are still embedded in a dominant discourse.
There are powerful forces (institutions, corporations, culture) that read and reproduce the
“suburban text” in similar and constant ways. Yet, even though this discourse is constructs us, it
does not determine us. If poststructuralism says that there are no origins, then there can be no
end point to which we are determined (Butler, 1999, 201). As the products of discourse, we
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challenge it at the constructions of this discourse. This thesis provides a quite explicit challenge
at this site with deconstruction. The many aspects constituting the culturally hegemonic suburbs
(government, technology, transportation, land use, business, culture, and sexuality) do not fit
together perfectly. Because of this, we have to find spaces for subversion at these cracks. Thus,
for this project, there is agency at the ecological ill logic that the suburbs existence depends
upon.
The connection between the suburban and the inner city was established in chapter one.
This oppositional situating of the suburbs and the inner city is also called a binary in the
literature. Binaries are “either/or distinction[s] common to a variety of human systems of
communication. Language provides good examples of organization of reality into oppositions,
as in night/day; black/white; nature/culture; male/female” (Andermahr, Lovell, Wolkowitz,
1997, 17). Western philosophy has drawn on the binary for quite some time, particularly through
presence/absence. Plato wrote on good/bad, inside/outside, life/death (Collins and Mayblin,
1997, 20). Binaries functioned prominently in structuralism (Lévi-Strauss is infamous for his
culture/nature binary). They are accepted as the way in which we organize language.
Poststrucuturalism’s main use of the binary derives from Derrida and the notion of
deconstruction. He states that most of our thinking is organized into binaries. For instance, to
understand a pen, one observes and “knows” that it is not paper, a desk, or a computer. Or, one
knows the inner city by its lack of open space, or big homes. The binary is a limiting way to
think. It destroys other nuances that exist outside of it. It forces our choices to be diametrically
opposed and organized into these categories that are somewhat artificial.
More so than the existence of binaries, Derrida troubles the inequality of the two opposite
terms. The terms exist in a hierarchy with one term privileged above the other. (Andermahr,
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Lovell, Wolkowitz, 1997, 17). Each term in the binary depends on the other for meaning, but
one of those meanings is viewed as superior.
In a theoretical positioning where the notion of truth is rejected, there are no origins,
meaning is indefinite, and those ideas that we do have are “constructed,” the practical
implications of the theory can seem difficult to ascertain at first. Following are two reasons why
poststructuralism, despite its abstract tendencies, makes sense. First, its examination of
discourse and language allows us to examine how we currently understand our established
viewpoints (Allen, 2003, 17). In this sense, we do not mean language as a set of grammatical
norms so much as a real social engagement with how we know the world (Scott, 1988, 34
Feminist Studies). Second, without theory, however seemingly impractical, we would have
trouble imagining new realities via our practice. There is a real, material power dictating what
we know and how we know what we know. If we do not have theory to try and disrupt this
knowledge, the material world in which we practice forever remains the same. In order to know
where to move forward, we need social theory. To that end, poststructuralism is not applied here
merely as academic exercise. It has the ability to motivate and justify a space for real practice
and improvements outside of the binary.
When we allow our thinking to be guided by the dominant discourse, the logical course
of action is to figure out how to make the “problem” space of the inner city to behave as the nonproblem space of the suburbs. The high-income areas are privileged as non-problem. Instead of
forcing us to examine how suburban lifestyles and attitudes might be implicated in the problem,
we look to them as the solution. Conventional maps essentially color code this style of thinking.
A small step beyond that is trying to make the inner city behave as the suburbs. The inner city
needs to be its own model. It has attributes that while not suburban, can still be construed as
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positive. From an ecological perspective, it makes more sense. Why, then, do the suburbs
commandeer our preferences and even our approval as more environmentally sound? The
following chapter examines how a certain conception of the suburbs has established itself as the
norm (despite the suburbs being a varied experience) and beyond that, have secured a spot as the
model for other types of housing.
The reason, then, that I am attempting to use poststructural theory to deconstruct the
suburban inner city binary is to escape this logic and to create a space for alternative ideas and
models for approaching poverty that are not based upon the suburbs. Part of using
poststructuralism begins with analyzing where the privileged term in the binary, the suburbs, is
able to draw power. “…The formation of discourses and the genealogy of knowledge need to be
analyzed, not in terms of types of consciousness modes of perception, and forms of ideology, but
in terms of tactics and strategies and power” (Foucault, 1980, 77). By examining how the
suburbs have been established, we can then see the links in its channels of power that allow
poststructural theory to circumvent the dominant and conventional perspective on poverty.
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Chapter	
  Three	
  
This chapter is a literature review of the work done on the suburbs. But, it is more than
that. Foucault says it is impossible to gather all discourses on a topic (1980, 38). That, then, is
not our goal. We must discursively select attributes of an entity that we choose to know. There
is no way to “know” absolute truth. Ceding to Foucault on this point, how do we proceed in
discursively constituting this entity of the suburbs?
Creating a conception and history of the suburbs forces us to navigate the tension
between the suburbs as homogenous being presented as dominant and that suburb as
problematic. First, there is the notion that the suburbs, in the dominant discourse, are known and
established from the middle class, homogenous perspective. Second, however, is the notion that
this perspective, while dominant, is an essentialized suburban experience. The suburbs can also
be ethnically, racially, and economically diverse. We thus must demonstrate the suburbs’
cultural power as conventional. Navigating these tensions might seem akin to falling into this
false suburban-inner city binary ourselves. Exploring how the culturally hegemonic suburbs
were established, however, is key to finding the loose seams of their construction.
An attempt at producing a genealogy of the conventional suburbs that is not grounded in
the belief that this dominant discourse reflects reality. “Truth is to be understood as a system of
ordered procedures for the production, regulation, distribution, circulation, and operation of
standards. Truth is linked in a circular relation with systems of power, which produce and
sustain it, and to effects of power which it induces and which extend it. A ‘regime’ of truth”
(Foucault, 1980, 133). Similar to the dominant discourse about poverty, normalized truth about
the suburbs has been created. Though this culturally hegemonic notion is constantly appearing
and reappearing, how far removed from “truth” the suburbs are can be illustrated in many
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different ways.
Even as early as 1900, social scientist Harlan Paul Douglass spoke to the diversity of the
suburbs by pointing out how far from uniform they were. Douglass identified many different
types of suburbs: decent, poor-industrial, well-marked suburban residential community, mixedsuburb, resort suburb, school suburb, and sub mill-town suburb (Douglass, 1925, 113). He
includes a disclaimer about his inability to include all types of suburban communities after
attending to far more than the most suburban discourse today. While we might trouble his
categories, his explicit acknowledgement of the ways the suburbs can be different is unlike the
normal. There is a large spectrum of suburban possibilities from industrial to residential.
Diverse groups of people live in the suburbs. Despite this multiplicity of composition, a control
and power over the cultural understanding of the suburbs. This chapter exposes the ways in
which the nebulous concept of the “suburbs” has been claimed and defined as one specific
notion.
The suburbs are diverse; how they are discussed is not. The culturally hegemonic
suburbs are constructed in a way that abandons other perspectives. Popular media focuses on this
conception of the suburbs. National magazines, product ads, house plans, music, television
shows, and movies depict a certain suburban experience (Nicolaides and Wiese, 2006, 99). It is
this experience that then prevails when we imagine lifestyle in the United States. We hope to
unpack this privileged understanding of power chain. This conception of the suburbs is not the
only possibility. It is the dominant cultural discursive understanding suburbs we explore here
because it has become the dominant understanding.
Chapter three is at once trying to complicate the stereotypes we have about the suburbs
by first examining where the stereotypes originated. These suburban conventions, while not
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absolute truths, are very powerful and pervasive. The reason they seem to be “truths” and the
only suburban experiences is because of the power at play. An active set of power processes
establish this understanding. The most famous authors and media outlets of today do not depict
diverse suburbs. How come? Foucault articulates the power flows that might answer this
question: “So, it is the rules of right, the mechanisms of power, the effects of truth or if you like,
the rules of power and the powers of true discourses, that can be said more or less to have formed
the general terrain of my concern…” (Foucault, 1980, 94). The terrain of my concern as well as
the supposedly monolithic, privileged suburban landscape has been formed by many powerladen structures. Those writing on the suburbs reproduce the dominant discourse because of the
power at play.
The stereotypical culturally held conception of the suburbs is being deconstructed. This
chapter demonstrates the ways this particular conception of the suburbs was established. This
involves not telling the entire story—though to ever reconstruct an entire history is an impossible
task. In chapter five, the diversity of suburban experiences will help us to challenge the history
of new kind of suburban experience we establish here.
Observing the winding streets and random cul-de-sacs of the suburban landscape makes it
easy to succumb to that popular belief that the suburbs just happened, raising the question, who
would have planned that sprawl? We note the suburbs’ seemingly happenstance appearance as
part of the dominant discourse too. These observations disregard the fact that many calculated
and powerful influences create the upper class, homogenous cultural understanding of the
suburbs. These various nodes of power mask the purpose in the suburbs’ existence. Without
deleting agency, individual citizens are blamed—they moved there because they wanted it. The
market was just responding. This fleeing from accountability by the key players, who
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constructed the suburban narrative, including the government and real estate industry, obscures
the element of purpose in the establishment of the suburbs in the United States. The framework
of the suburban institution is not the happenstance evolution that the dominant discourse
suggests. As Foucault tells us, “we are…destined to a certain mode of living…as a function of
true discourses which are [subject] to the specific effects of power” (Foucault, 1980, 93). The
suburbs are the privileged mode of living because many power systems made them so. Various
groups with power did indeed destine the United States to the suburban lifestyle. While we
might not all enjoy this lifestyle the dominant discourse describes, we do all live amid its
repercussions. Before we can examine these impacts, however we need to see how this certain
culturally hegemonic view was able to gain traction.
This paper is problematizing the suburbs by shifting the privilege given to suburban
living over the inner city. In order to engage in the highly specific form of critique known as
deconstruction, however, there needs to be an understanding of where the power for this
privilege exists. How have the suburbs become institutionalized? By understanding the
framework that the suburbs exist within through their literature, we can see how this process
occurred and where the housing binary draws its power. The suburban story in the United States
includes the role of government, business, technology, culture, gender, and the environment.
Government
The 1930s marked a major increase of the United States’ government involvement with
housing. Legislation existed, such as the series of Homestead Acts intended to settle the west
first passed by President Lincoln in 1862 (Homestead Act 2009). The government was not an
integral part of the United States housing experience. The Great Depression’s impact on
construction and consumption prompted the government to intervene in an unprecedented way.
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It was now in the business of housing the nation. Its chosen mode was very much the suburban
mode.
The Home Owner’s Loan Corporation (HLOC) was created in 1933. This same year,
half of all mortgages in the United States were technically in default (Jackson, 1985, 193).
Responding to the foreclosures through mortgages increased the government’s entry into this
sector of home finance. When the National Housing Act created the Federal Housing
Administration (FHA) in 1934, lower down payments on homes were permitted and the
repayment period extended from about five years to 30 years. The lifetime mortgage appeared as
a norm. Home ownership gained prominence and the populace gained the ability to achieve this
new goal. In a transitory time when homes and farms were being seized home ownership was
very appealing as a means of stability in a very unstable world (Wiese, 2004, 67).
The national government encouraged homeownership in the past. Through the HLOC,
however, homeownership became a national policy (Calder, 1999, 280). Many government
policies, including the tax breaks, are geared toward the suburban homeowner over the lowincome urban tenant (Hayden, 1987, 1). This preference sees its grounding in the 1930s. Homes
became cheaper to buy. As a result, from 1934 to 1972, the percentage of owned homes in the
United States increased from 44 to 63 percent (Jackson, 1985, 205).
Now held as basic, the tenant that one must own his or her home in the United States was
declared a priority. Home ownership was a very purposefully crafted priority that received a
wealth of support from the United States government. The Servicemen’s Readjustment Act (GI
Bill) helped to insure, using the United States treasury as backing, that 16 million returning
soldiers could buy homes (Jackson, 1985, 204).
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Despite the importance of the post-WWII moment, it was not the only war that marked a
crucial event in the United States suburbanizing. Still, the message about the stability of a home
after the shortages and turmoil of war is definitely one of the most powerful steps in the progress
of the suburbs. WWII might have led the United States out of the Great Depression through
massive resource expenditure. This mobilization continued in the form of consumption within
the United States during peacetime (Rome 42, 2001). Suburbs existed in the Philadelphia area
even before the Revolutionary War (Jackson 13, 1985). The post United States Civil War era too
contributed to suburbanization, bringing about inexpensive construction materials. Before World
War I, streetcar suburbs were the norm. Despite the way that critics of social safety nets
disparage governmental housing initiatives today, the tradition of the government intervening in
housing lies in an exertion of wartime power, not reform (Jackson 192, 1985). The choices made
ushered in the suburbs for good.
Beyond encouraging home ownership, the HLOC aided the institutionalization of another
practice that was both detrimental: redlining. Racial discrimination was already present in the
real estate industry. But, the federal government injected it explicitly into bureaucratic policy.
When the government inserted itself into the business of mortgages, it sought a way to evaluate
homes. They fashioned formal, uniform stipulations to appraise formulaically. There were four
levels of homes under these guidelines: the first level, green, signified “new and homogenous”
neighborhoods, while the fourth level, red, signified dense, mixed, aging neighborhoods. They
were dramatically less likely to be approved for loans if they lived in a fourth level home. The
practice of not providing aid to these areas demarcated on HLOC maps by red lines became
known as red lining. Those people that lived in the red areas were predominantly black, pointing
to the racial discrimination present in the practice.
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By the 1960s, people were becoming more aware of the impacts of these redlining
policies. Home improvement loans provided by HLOC were important to the quality of a
neighborhood—in terms of aesthetics and infrastructure. Yet, minority and low-income segments
of the population were prevented from receiving them. As the civil rights movement gained
prominence, community activists tried to bring awareness to these redlining, discriminatory
practices. “Credit blacklisting maps are accurate prophecies because they are self-fulfilling
prophecies,” said Jane Jacobs (urban activist) when commenting on those fourth level
neighborhoods that were unable to get loans (Jackson, 1985, 214-215). Neighborhoods
categorized by the HLOC to be inferior did not receive home improvement loans. A lack of
home improvement loans over a sustained period eventually did make certain neighborhoods
inferior.
Of course, the federal government did not introduce racism to the real estate industry.
Racist discourses already pervaded it. Famed suburban developer William Levitt said: “We can
solve a housing problem or we can try and solve a racial problem but we cannot combine the
two” in response to the racial homogeneity of the infamous Levittown (Jackson, 1985, 241). He
was content to avoid engaging racist practices and contributed to reproducing them himself.
Real estate appraisal guides for agents included racist comments about the lower value of
heterogeneous neighborhoods. Also, in defense of the government, it was in fact possible to
receive loans if from a third or fourth level areas; loans to these areas were not prohibited
(though certainly discouraged). Since the government created such an easy formula to be racist,
essentially, banks and savings and loan associations emulated the government’s practice easily
and willingly. This diffusion of the HLOC’s formula is where the largest impact of the
organization lies (Jackson, 1985, 197-8, 202-3).
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Beyond their own failure to award loans, the

HLOC then opened the practice to many other institutions responsible for awarding loan money
in a very systematic way.
The FHA also sped up the process of actual urban decay. This happened, in part, through
the following preferences of the FHA. First, the FHA favored single-family dwellings over any
other model. There was no room in the city for this model that requires large lots and open
space; thus, construction project funds were directed to the suburbs. The city suffered. Second,
the FHA decreased the amount of money loaned and the window of repayment a family had in
order to make repairs. Fixing existing buildings was undervalued as expensive and inefficient
compared to the prospect of building something new. Again, such a policy clearly encouraged
the suburbs through increasing construction. Lastly, the FHA discouraged the improvement and
maintenance of older urban properties. (Frumkin, Frank, and Jackson, 2004, 36-38). The
inclusion of these policies by a governing body makes the origins of the pattern of suburban
development more apparent.
Even if the United States government is not particularly known for its responsibility in
encouraging suburban development, it did not perceive itself as removed from crafting our
housing narrative. Those involved in the New Deal actually saw it as an opportunity to change
housing in the United States. “In the construction industry lies perhaps our greatest single
opportunity to correct not only our shocking lack of decent housing but to increase the
purchasing power of our people,” said Chester Bowles, one of the creators of the New Deal
policy and author of Tomorrow without Fear, that encouraged a new liberal housing policy
(Rome 32, 2001). Interesting now in light of the economic crisis, a Fannie Mae advertisement
from the early 2000s reads: “We’re in the American Dream business” (Hayden, 2004, 3). This
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advertisement speaks to the power real estate interests have had throughout the United States’
suburban experience. Although home ownership was encouraged across the political spectrum,
Democrats were still big proponents of multifamily homes at this point in time. Ultimately,
though, real estate interests prevailed.
Admittedly, there was a standstill in housing creation both during the Great Depression
era and as the United States entered World War II. This actual scarcity provided an opportunity
to house this country in any number of ways. An emphasis could have been placed on high
density, mixed use, pedestrian friendly neighborhoods, multi-family units, shared walls, lower
square footage, or shorter commutes. Instead, the response to this scarcity was to move toward
the suburbs. If housing and construction in the post-World War II era were the industries that
“capitalism forgot,” (Rome, 2001, 34) the suburbs definitely became an excellent reason for
capitalism to remember housing.
Another way in that governments helped to subsidize this “dream” was by paying for new
public services (especially sewers that then allowed suburban development to continue). Before
the early twentieth century, city services would simply be extended to include the suburbs. In
much the same way as basic infrastructure like water and services were sourced from the city
municipality, cities extended the tracks of the electronic streetcar into the periphery, making
some of the early suburban developments possible. Until the end of the nineteenth century, most
suburbs (as we understand them today) were still technically still within city limits. The suburbs
had urban zip codes. Because they were included in the city limits, city taxes aided in the
creation of the suburbs as well. The suburbs benefited. The entire established city was taxed to
aid the peripheral, still developing, suburban communities (Jackson, 1985, 132-33). The city
benefited as well; series of annexations were almost entirely responsible for population growth at
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this time. Additionally, some annexations eventually did become urban. Annexation of
billowing suburbs, while it allowed cities to grow in population, also legally began to unhinge
cities (Jackson, 1985, 188). All the benefits allowed the suburbs to grow, but the suburbs did not
return the favor by existing in a mutually beneficial relationship to the city.
While the suburban transition was still underway, the suburbs had an explicit connection
to the inner city. They relied upon the city for their existence; schools, police, utilities, and
sewers were all part and parcel of the city. Areas that were suburban in nature actually remained
urban in name. By 1865, the suburbs had re-established themselves as positive. They were no
longer just the inferior outer limits of the city. A major role reversal had occurred. Suburban
municipalities elected to remain autonomous, snubbing the cities responsible for their existence
in the first place. While the suburb-inner city binary remained, these explicit connections were
starting to fade. We still need to think about the suburbs in relation to what they are not in the
city. The suburbs felt less of a sense of community identification with their respective urban
metropolises (Jackson, 1985, 146-147, 149). They no longer used city water. The suburbs grew
enough in population to support their own schools. They formed their own police and fire
stations. Even the vocational commute began to shift from the suburb to the inner city to instead
the suburb to the suburb.
This pattern of initial dependence followed by rejection is how the septic tank became a
suburbanizing force. The far less glorious comrade of the automobile, the septic tank has a lesser
known role in suburbanizing the United States. The septic tank was just as instrumental, if not
overly glamorous to discuss as the personal automobile. The suburbs could develop beyond the
streetcar and railroad lines (with the onset of the automobile). A personal septic tank never
carried the same cultural credit as a personal vehicle. But, in the same way, the suburbs were
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able to expand more rapidly than before once independent of municipal sewers (Rome, 2001,
85). Both the streetcar and the city sewer limited where and to what extent suburban growth
could occur: why develop where people or infrastructure cannot access? The car let people
develop beyond access to streetcar lines. The septic tank, in a strikingly parallel manner, let
people develop beyond the reach of city pipes and infrastructure. Like most materials used to
create the suburbs, septic tanks were made as cheaply as possible. The environmental effects
mirrored that fact; in the 1940s-50s, septic tanks failed public health, in the 60s they brought
about a decrease in ground water quality, and by the 70s they dramatically threatened other
creatures, especially reptiles and amphibians (Rome, 2001, 89, 114). Additionally, the septic
tank case shows how even the suburbs’ detractors, in the form of environmentalists, were
hijacked by the suburbs’ discursive power. As they supported regulation over septic tanks, the
reasons they cited were so as not to deny anyone the American dream (Rome, 2001, 101)!
The United States government thus was able to establish the suburban principles of single
family dwellings are from urban centers that people owned in racially homogenous communities.
They achieved this through a series of legislation, government appearances, and experiences of
war time response and power. The government helped to encourage and create the suburbs we
know now.
Technology
Revolutions in mobility and communications (among other coalescing occurrences) set
the scene for the possibility of the modern suburb to exist. Without giving it agency, technology
too contributed to a certain kind of suburban imagination.
The progress in transportation technology is a story that closely parallels the suburbs.
From 1815 to 1875, the steam ferry, omnibus, commuter railroad, horse car, elevated railroad,
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and cable car contributed to changes in how the city was experienced (Jackson, 1985, 20). Of
course, transportation advancements alone are not a satisfactory explanation. The United States,
while unparalleled in its dependency on the automobile in the twentieth century, was not unique
in experiencing a transportation revolution. That occurred in many locations throughout the
world while the experience of suburbanization is relatively unique to the United States and the
United Kingdom (Jackson, 1985, 43). Nonetheless, the ability of the citizens of United States to
access the tremendous amount of space in this country is crucial to the suburban story.
Transportation was tied to business and government, existing at the intersection (and thus
contributing these forces to the suburban narrative as well).
The railroad is at the forefront of transportation technologies that helped to enable the
creation of the suburbs. The concept of the main line derives from a Philadelphia experience,
relevant particularly to the suburban and inner city experience invoked here, and was replicated
in many different locales. Railroads became important not only to the transport sector but also to
real estate. They bought out farmers for tracks space, then going on to sell land for housing
(Jackson, 1985, 91). The pattern of development, however was constricted to where the tracks
(as opposed to tracts) were located. Train stations were responsible for growth up to a point
where the land accessible by train then served to limit suburban growth (1985, 101). There was
no incentive to sprawl on land no one could access easily. The railroad’s influence can still be
seen today; the series of extremely wealthy suburbs to the northwest of Philadelphia is still
known, affectionately or scornfully, as the Main Line. Ironically, the public transit infrastructure
now so lacking in the suburbs made the modern suburbs real.
From the railroad, the next vital transportation innovation was the electronic streetcar
Jackson 118, 1985). It played a large role in opening up the suburbs to an even larger segment of
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the population. Although the streetcar suburbs did not extend as far as the railroad, they did
offer a greater number of bands of development with a more extensive system of tracks. By
World War I, streetcar suburbs were fading quickly, and not of their own volition. General
Motors bought out the floundering streetcar systems in order to halt their use and encourage
automobile sales (Jackson, 1985, 170).
The next step in transportation’s evolution we will discuss is the automobile. Although
certainly transport exists within a web of many contributing factor of the suburbs’ dominance, it
is difficult to overstate the automobile’s influence. Despite that, the automobile was not an
instant success as the streetcar was. By 1920, however, the transition was well underway and the
automobile was no longer a luxury reserved for the middle class (Jackson, 1985, 163).
As driving became more of a norm, there was pressure for the infrastructure to keep pace.
Perhaps the most known development is Eisenhower’s Interstate Highway Act, passed in 1956.
The committee he tasked with studying the project was chaired by General Motors board of
directors’ member, Lucius D. Clay. No alternatives were considered as the following lobbies
were involved: Automotive Manufacturing Association, State Highway Administrators, Motor
Bus Operators, the America Trucking Association, and the American Parking Association
(Jackson, 1985, 248-9). While the Interstate Highway Act is one of the government’s great
contributions to the suburbanization of the United States, streets in general needed much
improvement in order for the automobile to be a plausible part of the United States’ experience.
The stretching and sprawling of communities was a product of heavy emphasis on the creation of
a vast national road system, further supported by the construction and automotive industries. A
distinguishing feature of the government’s intervention in this country is the self-perpetuating
financial institutions that have been created to fund this construction. For instance, there is a
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semi-autonomous trust fund that is perpetually replenished by specific tax collections. Land
developers, road builders, service station owners, oil companies, part suppliers, and tire
manufactured all helped to fuel this “need” (Jackson, 1985, 164).
Major voices in the planning community saw the increasing dependency on the
automobile as a very positive development. Frank Lloyd Wright wrote on individualism, the
automobile, and mass communication as three attributes of modern living that would lead to the
eventual development of the modern suburbs (Wright 1935). Le Corbusier hailed what different
kind of streets could do for the modern landscape. He also yearned for buildings to go through
the same industrialization process as cars themselves (Le Corbusier 1929). The impact of the
automobile changed the suburbs from their earlier conceptions. The areas developed were no
longer limited to that land alongside mass transit veins. For that matter, the location of one’s job
did not matter either; commutes became drastically longer.
The car is so very much connected to the inner city-suburban binary. It took the value
that used to be put on proximity to public transit and placed it on the automobile, a manifestation
of the individualist spirit. The automobile really did a lot to detract from cities’ economic and
practical positive attributes (Jackson ,1985, 181, 187).
Using the car is not only an overly resource intensive means of reaching the end goal of
transportation, but also has structured the landscape to be dependent upon it (Nivola 13). From
1960 to 2000, the amount of driving the average United States citizen did in a year more than
doubled, from 4000 miles to almost 10,000. The suburban mother’s role is seen as chauffeur and
errand-runner, and the only way to do this in the suburbs is to spend over half an hour in the car a
day, the current average in the United States (Frumkin, Frank, and Jackson, 2004, xii).
The inclusion of now perceived as normal parts of the United States landscape—the
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garage, motel, rest stop, shopping center, mobile home (Jackson, 1985, 255-61) all developed
because of the United States privileging the automobile. The place created for the automobile in
United States culture did more than establish and further the suburbs. It also had a negative
impact on the inner city. When the federal government decided to pay 90 percent of the cost of
42,500 miles of road, certainly more than just suburbanites were affected. There is a clear
connection and impact on the inner city. The best road system and the worst public transit
system connect the inner city to the impact of the suburbs.
Land use
The car is responsible for low connectivity, but it is the concept of zoning that accounts
for the homogenous communities that are the suburbs. Again, excluding living spaces from
other purposed space was a purposeful phenomenon. Zoning as a basic concept is meant to
protect all citizens from congestion and undesirable development. In reality, it serves to keep
poor people and industry out of rich areas (Jackson, 1985, 242).
Major modern examples of zoning can be seen in California and Germany. In the middle
of the nineteenth century in California, its utilization centered on discrimination during the gold
rush. Zoning was used to prevent Chinese immigrants from residing in certain areas. In
nineteenth century Germany, the technique was used to prevent abattoirs from being built in
residential areas. Zoning in the United States today is indicative of the practices of California as
well as the use in Germany, at least for certain residential areas, of separating noxious
establishments. Zoning limits multi-family dwellings as well as other forms of housing that are
more affordable and environmentally sensitive (Frumkin, Frank, and Jackson, 2004, xiv). This
idea has manifested itself in extreme ways with gated communities growing in popularity in the
United States. The fortress city, a product in many ways of the white middle class imagination
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that dominates in many suburbs, further homogenizes the suburbs. An attitude of NIMBY—not
in my backyard—utilizes zoning to maintain the façade that the suburbs are without their
negatives (Davis 1990). Again, the suburb’s establishment points to both its existence and its
connection to the inner city.
Homogenous neighborhoods may be the product of constructed fears, but that does not
make them safe. Jane Jacob’s comprehensive work, The Life and Death of American Cities,
touts the safety benefits of neighborhoods that are mixed-use, from children playing on the
sidewalks and elderly people sitting on their stoops to restaurants, shops, and homes, such areas
are far safer than strictly residential areas. Jacobs questions the knowledge of the dominant
planning literature. As a side benefit, mixed-use makes the needs of a community easily
accessible (sans vehicle), unlike the case study illustrated in chapter four (Jacobs PAGE
NUMBER). Zoning has actively worked against this dynamic, as evidenced by suburbia’s
homogeneity. It also has worked to devalue racially mixed and minority neighborhoods. That
kind of zoning is a predecessor of redlining as well as why communities take the forms they do
(Frumkin, Frank, and Jackson 2004).
Business
The United States’ fast-paced, individualistic, throwaway culture also applies where we
live. Investments in real estate are not done with the future in mind. According to commercial
real estate expert Chris Leniberger, real estate investments are expected to generate a full return
in about five to seven years. There is no possible way to achieve that goal unless contractors use
poor quality materials and do not design buildings with architecture to last. Communities are not
built to hold value overtime. If even the well built, lasting communities of the city are not being
retrofitted, imagine the situation in several decades when many of the “ideal suburban” homes
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are dilapidated and in need of replacement. It is a frightening one to behold, indeed. Public art,
sidewalks, plazas, shared space, and parks are the earmarks of a lasting, sustainable, and
enjoyable community. These are all long-term investments, however, and right now, such a use
of funds is not even part of the conversation (Frumkin, Frank, and Jackson 2004).
As was discussed in both the government and automobile sections, business motivations
were clearly interwoven with both of these contributing processes.
Culture
A lot has been written in terms of the United States being the land of opportunity with
golden streets where people can live out the American dream. A slightly more modern
conceptualization of the American dream originated with historian James Truslow Adams in
1931. He wrote of “that dream of a land in which life should be better and richer and fuller for
every man according to his ability and achievement” (Calder, 1999, 4). The constructed positive
aspects of the suburbs focus heavily on the dream of owning a single family detached home,
regardless of socioeconomic background. How did such an ideal become the norm expectation
in this country?
Our “culture of consumption” tied to the American dream necessitated the right to
consumer credit (Calder, 1999, 56). “It was hardly an exaggeration to say that the American
standard of living was bought on the installment plan” according to historian Daniel Boorstin
(11). Of all the consumed items to house, however, the suburban home itself required the most
credit (and the government certainly did its share to make this possible).
The suburbs stopped being a place from where we commute to the Central Business
District for services. Our manufacturing, shopping, and professional lives all moved to the
suburbs. There was an entire cultural shift (Jackson, 1985, 266).
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Sexuality and the Nuclear Family
The suburbs, though the ultimate in normalizing and seemingly un-queer, represent a
major face of political and cultural engagement in this country, thus making them a very
pertinent site of consideration to queer. Do standardized homes really call for standardized
individuals (Jackson, 1985, 244)?
Yet another way the suburbs were able to assert themselves as the privileged normal style
of housing is through prescribed, binary gender roles. The “ideal” nuclear family was able to
spatially manifest itself in the suburbs. “The detached single-family home in the suburbs came
to be perceived as an optimal setting for women to nurture this virtuous family” (Nicolaides and
Wiese 2006, 45).
At first, the separate spheres of men and women helped to uphold the suburban rationale.
The “cult of domesticity,” as the “female sphere” was articulated in the 19th century, was
insulated from the “unsafe” city and instead situated in a “natural environment.” Even as these
spheres broke down and women were able to enter the workforce, the suburban house itself
received the onus of attention. Home improvement projects captured attention. All of this took
place in the larger context of the privatization of the American life.
“The suburban community was, in its spatial articulation designed to correspond with and
reproduce patterns of nuclear family life…Older people, gay and lesbian people, homeless
people, unmarried people, and people of color were simply written out of these “communal
spaces”—relegated back to the cities” (Colomina, 1992, 189). Sexually normalizing the suburbs,
with legislation, discourse, and intense social pressure is another way their establishment was
strengthened.
The family is a very powerful part of the suburban story. The emphasis on the nuclear
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family with a heterosexual couple and children in this country living alone has had a large role in
the suburbs success.
The literature does include some work on gay and lesbian life in the suburbs, albeit not
much. Warner tells us that this lack of published literature within the social theory on the
suburbs should not be altogether surprising. He writes:
It might seem that the bridge between left social theory and lesbian/gay studies is
already in place. Many of the leading figures of social thought for the past
century have in varying degrees seen the necessity of thinking about sexuality as a
field of power, as a historical mode of personality, and as the site of an often
critical utopian imagination…Yet it remains depressingly easy to speak of ‘social
theory’ and have in mind whole debates and paraprofessional networks in which
sexuality figures only peripherally or not at all… (Warner, 1991, 3-4).
Warner makes a strong case as to why sexuality is an important and appropriate node of the
suburbs’ establishment. Even within this thesis that is inspired by social theory might not do this
perfectly. But, the various conceptions of poststructuralism and deconstruction included
throughout were inspired in part by both feminist and queer theory.
Although “overt expression of sexuality may be unwelcome in certain places, particularly
those associated with the family such as homes and suburbs,” it is chiefly because of this
reference to the family that the suburbs remained sexed—just in a heterosexual and normative
way. Using power relations and focusing on the “natural” way of things, the suburbs have
succeeded in “reproducing the dominant sexual order,” (Duncan et al. 2004, 93).
These messages were received from a huge variety of powerful sources, including the
medical profession. The stereotypes were given the additional support of scientific legitimacy.
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In “The Suburban and the City Child,” Dr. William S. Sadler makes the following argument. He
maintains that the city has failed children in the city in the United States whereas the suburbs
have “won” for them. In crafting this argument, Sadler inserts the hyper-stereotypical suburban
conceptions into his article:
There is a great difference between the dead shade of the tall buildings of the city
and the living shade of the green trees of the suburbs…The suburb, from its every
influence—the clear sky, the singing birds, the majestic trees, the peaceful and
serene atmosphere of the community, in fact, everything—tends to produce the
spirit of joy and contentment (Sadler 1910, 51).
In this way, medical discourse, with its embedded power structures, was able to reaffirm and
further the stereotypes about the suburbs. This helped to further embed their privilege into our
national psyche.
Consider the following understanding of power. “Basically power is less a confrontation
between two adversaries or the linking of one to the other than a question of government…To
govern in this sense, is to structure the possible field of action of others,” (Foucault, 1982, 789790). Truly, the possibilities of sexuality in the suburbs are detracted from by the possibilities of
those in power. At the same time, the suburbs as a “normalized,” space of sexuality were able to
gain grounding by invoking certain sexualities.
From the layout of its housing to the conditions of its mortgage provisions,
Levittown, like many other state-sponsored suburban housing projects, was a
place of closely prescribed sexuality…Sexual attitudes [in turn] fed [to] marry
and have children and while they were only considered worthy of housing if they
did, their housing was also designed to ensure that only they were sexually active
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and reproductive (Duncan et al., 2004, 274).
Housing could only be accessed by adhering to a certain sexuality. The suburbs became normal
themselves by demanding this certain sexuality. A cycle developed. “ By showing how these
superficially “normal” spaces actively normalize heterosexuality and thereby naturalize the
power of heterosexuality at the expense of others, critical geographies of sexuality and the
particular form of the patriarchy on which it rests” (Duncan et al., 2004, 275-276).
Of course, even within those families that followed the suburban prescribed order there
were power dynamics, particularly in the form of gender roles. More explicit forms of power
also existed. For instance, the aforementioned FHA financed homes in the post-World War II
period only for those heterosexual, nuclear families. Both homosexual partners and femaleheaded households did not qualify. In this way, whether through gender norms or mortgages,
different faces of power have sexed the suburbs in a very heterosexual way.
Conclusion
The suburban lifestyle elicits an entire spectrum of reactions. It is a goal. It is a cultural
wasteland. It is the epitome of success. It is the epitome of environmental degradation. With
such a wide array of opinions on suburban life, it is of little wonder the literature is so expansive.
For a relatively modern phenomenon (at least in terms of how it is currently understood and
experienced in the United States), we certainly have produced quite a bit about on suburban
living.
There was a massive population growth that coincided with suburbanization. But, a
growth in population does not share the status of unique that the suburbanization process has in
the United States compared to the rest of the world (Jackson, 1985, 289). A carefully crafted
story, however, of economics, war, government, race, gender roles, environmental resources,
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space, resources, and cultural priorities does begin to explain how the suburbs came about in the
United States. The suburbs are not unique to the United States. But the experience of extreme
suburbanization, subsidized and lobbied for in a multitude of ways, certainly is. The suburbs, in
their current form, might appear haphazard but they are quite purposeful. Not only are they
intentional, but also they continue. From 1990 to 2004, 25 percent of all the land developed in
the entire 225-year lifespan of the United States was developed. Though the suburbs might have
long established roots in this country, their critique has clearly not taken hold in the same way.
“In other words, rather than ask ourselves how the sovereign appears to us in lofty
isolation, we should try to discover how it is that subjects are gradually, progressively, really and
materially constituted through a multiplicity of organisms, forces, energies, materials, desires,
thoughts, etc.” (Foucault, 1980, 97). In a sense, we have reached this point. Now that we know
how the suburbs are constructed we can explore one of the facets that makes so little sense: the
ecological.
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Chapter	
  Four	
  
Introduction
There are a series of tensions present among poststructuralists and their critics. Perhaps
ironically given poststructuralism’s penchant for attempting to break down dualistic thinking,
binaries abound: academic versus political, intellectual versus activist, ivory tower versus real
world, and discursive versus material (Friedman, 1871998). Some of these frustrations are
understandable. Deconstruction is a tool utilized by Jacques Derrida, one of poststructuralism’s
fundamental thinkers. Yet, he claims that the term resists definition. Martha Nussbaum, in a
biting critique of Judith Butler, known in poststructural circles for her use of the theory in both
feminist and queer theory) writes “…parodic performance is not so bad when you are a powerful
tenured academic in a liberal University…Butler’s focus on the symbolic, her proud neglect of
the material side of life becomes a fatal blindness” (Nussbaum, 1999, 43). Foucault’s accounts
of the power structures we are situated within become overwhelming. All of these critiques can
make poststructuralism seem like a mere academic exercise without concrete results. There is a
way to engage the theory, however, that does not fall on either side of the binary battle lines.
In that way, this chapter is trying to combine approaches and blend outlooks. The audit
of an actual suburban community in Bucks County, Pennsylvania is important in a self-contained
sense. But, as mentioned in chapter two, other audits have been conducted, such as by National
Center for Growth Research and Education, the Atlanta SMARTRAQ Study, the Global
Footprint Network, One Planet Living, National Public Radio, and the Environmental Protection
Agency (Ewing 2009, Frank and Chapman 2004, Francis and Wheeler 2006, Kreit 2009 and
EPA 2010). At the same time while poststructuralist theory is important, in an academic sense
for re-conceptualization, its utilization does not have to be immaterial. Using poststructuralist
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theory can very much call the real world into play.
Although the underlying intent of this work is to shift the supposedly static categories of
inner city and suburban, there is a real, material point of entry. Discursively, we can recognize
the suburbs in a great number of ways, as the former chapter outlines. Various nodes of the
suburbs include government, technology, transportation, land use, business, culture, and
sexuality. Another means of analysis is the ecological. I chose this metric because my own
positioning within the suburbs as well as its clear shortcomings from an impact standpoint made
it a position of agency.
Using the lens of an ecological understanding of the suburbs, what follows is a brief
overview an environmental history of the suburbs, of various environmental impact metrics, and
an ecological audit of an actual suburban community (pictured in Figure 6). Self-contained, this
chapter serves as a critique of the suburban lifestyle from a resources perspective. Within the
context of this larger work, we can think of it as one real material reason for shifting the
categories of suburbs and inner city as mutually exclusive and situated in a hierarchy. In chapter
five, the charts, maps, and statistics that try to explain the ecological impact of the suburbs will
be used as a rationale for shifting these discursive categories.
Environmental History
In their ideal form, the suburbs combine the best of the country and city. Originally, the
desire to move to the suburbs, besides lower taxes and greater space was because of massive
pollution and deplorable environmental and health conditions. The industrializing city was not a
pleasant place to live. While the negative environmental conditions of the inner city were
legitimately poor, the green and leafy perceptions of the suburbs are not entirely accurate either
(Francis, Anna and Joanne Wheeler 2006).
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One of the major concepts that come into play when discussing the environmental
implications of the suburbs is sprawl. Sprawl is defined by, according to Anthony Downs of the
Brookings Institute as:
unlimited outward extension, low-density residential and commercial settlements,
leapfrog development, fragmentation of powers over land use among many small
localities, dominance of transportation by private automotive vehicles, no
centralized planning or control of land-uses, widespread strip commercial
development, great fiscal disparities among localities, segregation of types of land
uses in different zones, reliance mainly on the trickle-down or filtering process to
provide housing to low-income households (PA Land Use Coalition 2009).
While I personally am fond of this definition of sprawl, it is actually only one of many within the
literature. This lack of a coherent definition leads to a similar lack of coherent indices, which
will be elaborated upon in the following section.
The suburbs’ establishment in the Post-World War II era caused the residents of the
United States to experience a profound transition of the landscape (Rome 2001, 8.) Many of the
steps incurred upon the way had negative environmental impacts. The cost of mortgages was
prioritized over the cost of utilities. This priority allowed developers to ignore more sustainable
power sources. In light of how solar power is discussed as an option for the future even today,
one might be surprised to know it was seriously considered as a power source in the 1940s.
Instead of pursuing it, developers chose resource-intensive fossil fuels, creating a demand for air
conditioning and electric heat (47, 64, 80). Shoddily constructed septic tanks caused leaks
detrimental for wildlife, particularly reptiles and amphibians (89, 114). Wildlife was threatened
in other ways as their habitats were bulldozed. Few sources of nutrition remained for birds
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(210). Human health was affected too. In the 1960s, tap water left the faucet sudsy, like
detergent. It earned the nickname white beer or detergent cocktail (106). Long Island, New York
was one such locale of this pollution. Further health concerns developed as the suburban lifestyle
made its members increasingly sedentary in the automobile. This backdrop of environmental
concerns that have haunted the suburbs throughout their existence serves as context for an
ecological audit of an actual suburban community that I conducted.
Suburban residents saw what was happening to the surroundings. Campaigns to save
open space began (151). Concern for building on hillsides, wetlands, and in floodplains was
especially keen (154). At this time, information about these locations was not yet part of the
public record; buyers were not required to be informed of the risks (174). Actually, even the
federal government, despite their own implications in instilling suburban norms (as stated in
chapter three), was concerned.
The suburbs are predicated on the idea of limitless cheap oil when in fact there is not
such a supply of fossil fuels. James Howard Kunsler in the documentary The End of Suburbia as
well as his book Geography of Nowhere said that the suburbs “represent the greatest
misallocation of resources in the history of the world” (Kunsler 1993, Greene 2004). Suburban
lawns are industry-produced artifacts. The suburbs of today are impossible without the
automobile. All of these attributes are entirely subsidized by cheap and abundant oil. Yet, that
reality is something we take for granted. The massive consumption of resources has become
something relegated to a bill paid at the end of each month as opposed to a conscious reminder.
We are used to getting all of our home supplies from thousands of miles away. This
unsustainable model has captured us though and now reigns as normal and standard. This
constructed birthright to consume has bleak prospects for the future. Renewable energy sources
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alone will be able to maintain this lifestyle (Greene 2004). Other models will become necessary.
The intent of this paper is not to wait until limited resources force the United States to reexamine how we think about and value housing. Instead, by measuring the suburban impact, we
can see that in its own right or as a model set up as the privileged part of the binary, the suburbs
have a tremendous ecological impact. Clearly, as “green” as the suburban lawn might be, the
institution has long been established as an environmental nightmare.
Ecological Metrics
There is a variety of environmental impact studies previously conducted. They all take
different approaches. The three surveyed here are the ecological footprint, the sprawl approach,
and the household approach because they reflect the majority of the literature. The ecological
footprint, possibly the most well known environmental metric is detailed first. Then, other ways
of quantifying lifestyle derived from the sprawl literature are listed. Finally, the metrics used by
two United Kingdom household impact studies are explored.
When discussing the environmental effects of lifestyle, one of the most popular and
widely known choices in quantifying this impact has been established in the literature as an
Ecological Footprint—developed in 1992 by Rees and Wackernagel in Wackernagel’s
dissertation at the University of British Columbia (Our Team 2009). The Ecological Footprint
converts individuals’ consumption into the amount of land needed to sustain an entire population
living that same way. The past two decades have served to popularize this metric, turning it into
a familiar concept. In an age with environmental issues on the forefront of public debate and
policy, we see the Footprint in scholarship, politics, and even for personal use (such as the
footprintnetwork.org or my footprintnetwork.org).
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When looking at the calculation of National Ecological Footprints, the following formula
is used:
EFC = EFP+EF1-EFE
Each element represents the following:
EFC = Footprint of consumption associated with product or waste
EFP = Footprint of production associated with product or waste
EF1= Footprint of imports associated with product or waste
EFE = Footprint of exports associated with product or waste
(Kitzes, J., A. Galli, S.M. Rizk, A. Reed and M. Wackernagel. 2008, 10). This figure
representing humans’ demand on the environment is then divided by the actual biocapacity of the
land to provide such environmental “services” (Ewing B., A. Reed, S.M. Rizk, A. Galli, M.
Wackernagel, and J. Kitzes. 2008, 3). The formula to calculate biocapacity of a single land type
(of course not always the case) follows:
BC=A*YF*EQF
Each element represents the following:
BC = biocapacity of a given land type, gha
[gha=Global hectares]
A = Area of a given land type within a country, nha
[nha=National average hectare for a given major land use type]
YF = Yield factor of a given land type within a country, wha nha-1
[nha=National average hectare for a given major land use type]
EQF = equivalence factor for given land type, gha wha-1.
[wha=World average hectare for a given major land use type]
(Kitzes, J., A. Galli, S.M. Rizk, A. Reed and M. Wackernagel. 2008, 11).
The National Ecological Footprint places a particular emphasis on imports and exports.
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Because of the consumer-driven nature of the United States’ economy, resource-intensive
imports are a very big contributor to our national Ecological Footprint. The United States’
Ecological Footprint of imports in Global average hectares per person is 3.2 gha (Ewing B., S.
Goldfinger, A. Oursler, A. Reed, D. Moore, and M. Wackernagel. 2009 111). In fact, “the
United States of America occupies the … extreme as the largest net importer of biocapacity in
the world” (71). Incidentally, we would require the biocapacity of 4.6 Earths if everyone lived
according to the lifestyle in the United States (Ewing B., S. Goldfinger, A. Oursler, A. Reed, D.
Moore, and M. Wackernagel. 2009).
Each element of the above calculation is not useful for our purposes here then. These
imports and exports, while a contributor to the United States’ ecological impact, are not a unique
phenomena of the suburbs. Rather, they speak more to the United States culture in general. The
strip malls and garages full of products that line the suburbs might be very clear cultural markers
of this mentality. But, conspicuous consumption can occur just as easily in an urban or rural
environment. The intent of this endeavor is to track what qualities of the culturally hegemonic
suburbs are extremely resource intensive. The entire country eats food grown far away and
purchases commodities produced at great ecological cost. The era of globalization and consumer
culture mean that while these imported goods add to our national environmental resource
intensity, they do not specifically add to the ecological impact of the suburban lifestyle as
opposed to an urban (or rural) one. We thus start the development of our ecological audit
metrics based on the general concept of Ecological Footprint, if not its identical components.
Sprawl appeared on the political agenda in a very strong way in the 1990s, pushed there in
no small part by Al Gore (Schmidt, 2004, A627). While there has been much research done on
sprawl, especially its socioeconomic dimension, there are no uniformly accepted or established
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set of metrics for measuring or quantifying it. The lack of consistent methodologies points to a
lack of consistent definitions. Of course, as with so many characteristics of the suburbs
discussed in this paper, a lack of uniform metrics is not unique to the suburban landscape;
similarly urban land use patterns lack coherent measurements. The literature does agree,
however, that sprawl is highly ecologically intensive. But, “despite this understanding, science
has yet to realize a coherent suite of methods to analyze all circumstances of sprawl.” (Batisani
and Yarnal, 2009, 236).
Batisani and Yarnal , in surmising the state of the literature on sprawl offer three methods
in which to quantify its effects: “Spatial dynamics cross-tabulation to identify systematic nonrandom land use transitions; logistic regression to determine explanatory variables of urban land
use location resulting from these transitions; and the CLUE-S regional modeling framework to
project future urban land use patterns in the county.” They, more than anything else, establish
land use changes as a crucial indicator of environmental impact. We will thus include a
discussion of how land use has changed in the county as part of this audit. The metrics will be
historical land use as derived from aerial photos as well as current land use as derived from
square footage of asphalt.
Three other studies (the first two cited extensively by Batisani and Yarnal) provide
definitions of sprawl and corresponding measurements. “Sprawl is a pattern of land use in a UA
[Urbanized Area] that exhibits low levels of some combination of eight distinct dimensions:
density, continuity, concentration, clustering, centrality, nuclearality, mixed uses, and proximity”
(Galster et al. 685). Specifically, Galster et al. focus on sprawl stemming from a lack of density,
continuity, and compactness. Torrens and Alberti similarly focus on density as well as scatter,
the built environment, and accessibility in their conception of sprawl. Smart Growth America
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defines sprawl as the result of four contributors: “low residential density; a poor mix of homes,
jobs, and services; limited activity centers and downtown areas; and limited options for walking
or biking.” From these three conceptions of sprawl we can see the utility of including a measure
of population density, an assessment of increased driving, and the decentralization of key
services in order to try and establish the ecological impact of the case study.
Two reports on the carbon footprint of households in the UK also guided the
development of the metrics used here. A report put together by One Planet Living evaluates and
offers recommendations for the United Kingdom’s suburbs in Solihull. They too developed their
metrics out of the Ecological Footprint concept. The top ten Ecological Footprints for Solihull
were: local government; other recreational items and equipment; transport services; central
government; transport; services; electricity, gas, and other fuels; domestic energy consumption;
food; gross fixed capital formation (Francis and Wheeler, 2006, 6). A second study by Angela
Druckman and Tim Jackson on the carbon footprint of United Kingdom households from 19902004 offers the following indicators: miscellaneous goods/services, restaurants/hotels, education,
recreation/cultural events, communication, transport, health, furnishing, housing (water,
electricity, gas, among other fuels), clothing and footwear, air conditioning, and food (2006,
2067).
Two metrics for this project were derived from these studies. A mosaic of transport
services, private transport, and services, motivated the auto-dependency metric included here.
The first report further affirms this metric’s importance: “… a considerable component of an
individual’s Ecological Footprint is attributable to their share of infrastructure and services…”
(Francis and Wheeler, 2006, 99). The electricity, gas and other fuels as well as domestic energy
consumption are addressed by the energy use metric. This measure includes the types of energy
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used in this census tract, its cost, and the ways in which the suburban homes are not positioned to
best take advantage of more natural energy sources, such as through passive solar principles.
Four “suburban” characteristics of the suburbs will thus be this audit’s focus: land use,
auto-dependency, asphalt square footage, and energy use. The emphasis is on the costs to the
environment due to the suburbs’ low density arrangement of homes and services, the dependency
on the automobile, and large, and the detached single-family homes that all lead to a higher
environmental impact per person than in the inner city (Francis, Anna and Joanne Wheeler,
2006, 1). Also, we will refer to this undertaking using the language of ecological audit (as
opposed to Ecological Footprint) since all crucial features of the Footprint calculation will not be
included.
Description of the Community
I chose a suburb outside of Philadelphia for the case study of this paper. My time in
West Philadelphia as part of the Philadelphia Field Project as well as my childhood spent
growing up in Bucks County prompted this decision. Additionally, the Philadelphia suburban
case study offers a good example of a metropolis that has experienced the entire history of the
suburbs in the United States. In 1850, its periphery was given a heightened status as the affluent
began their exodus (Jackson, 1985, 23-25). As transportation evolved, “the term ‘Main Line’
derives from the Philadelphia experience…[where] rather than fight the farmers along the way,
the railroad simply bought them out” (91-92). The 1950s brought about the Philadelphia area’s
own Levittown. But, the area continued to develop. The community we will be studying was
built in the 1990s. Development continues to go up. Philadelphia is still in the depths of its
experience with the suburbs.
There are many different suburban communities located around the Philadelphia
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metropolis, known as the Greater Philadelphia area or Delaware Valley—because of the
Delaware River’s close proximity. In fact, there are six counties in Pennsylvania (Berks, Bucks,
Chester, Delaware, Montgomery, Philadelphia), five in New Jersey (Burlington, Camden,
Cumberland, Gloucester, Salem), one in Maryland (Cecil), and one in Delaware (New Castle)
that contain the suburban sprawl surrounding the city of Philadelphia.
Bucks County, Pennsylvania to the Northeast of the city will serve as the site of interest
for this ecological audit. It houses the second project by William Levitt, completed in 1957.
From 1950 to 1997, the county lost almost 70 percent of its farmland, according to the United
States Department of Agriculture. It decreased from 260,000 acres to 84,000 acres (Suburban
Sprawl in Bucks County 2009). More specifically, the suburb that will serve as a basis for this
ecological exploration is in Buckingham Township
The Hearthstone Community is located in Buckingham Township, Pennsylvania. Figure
6 in the appendix includes an aerial photo of the suburb from PASDA which the streets overlaid
from the Census Tiger Files. Hearthstone lies in the 18902 zip code —technically a Doylestown
address—and it resides in United States Census tract 1045.01. The 50 homes to which this audit
most specifically applies are located on East Brandon Way (3773-3863) and Tall Oak Court
(4832-4898). Despite this suburban community being typical of the surrounding township, the
Census, lacking an explicit suburban category, describes this tract as being 96.7 percent urban.
The homes are all built in an identical style, one that is common throughout the country.
They are two story ranch-style homes with two car garages. In this way, even the layout of the
suburbs is testament to their environmental absurdity. One of the most basic human evolutionary
tactics has been to create shelters based on the environment in which they are located. The ways
the suburbs fail our common sense abound. Each home is detached from the other homes, with
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no shared walls or space. Within this census tract, 87.2 percent of all homes consist of a single
unit, intended for one family. Nationally, only 60 percent of homes consist of a single unit. The
average square footage of each home is 2620 square feet. Each house has a two-car garage at
least. The median number of rooms is 8.3 rooms with 84.8 percent of the homes in this census
tract have seven or more rooms (the national median is 5.3 rooms). The median number of
bedrooms is four. Over 99.8 percent of homes have complete kitchen and plumbing facilities
(United States Census).
The community has no sidewalks and there is extensive landscaping in each yard. Trees
and flowers are seemingly for aesthetic purposes; the choices and positions are not conducive to
food production or prevention of soil erosion. The large homes on expansive lawns give the
suburbs in Bucks County an extremely low population density, 891 people per square mile.
Obviously, rural areas have very low population densities. But, the county itself is defined as
only 9.8 percent rural. This low density then is clearly attributable to the suburbs.
An extraordinarily high percentage of the census tract owns their homes (as opposed to
renting): 94.5 percent. Eighty-three percent of the homes here have mortgages (while 44 percent
of their inner city counterparts do not). Median monthly housing costs are $2042, almost double
that of Philadelphia (at $1165 per month). The houses are valued at $276,900. That figure looks
at the census tract as a whole, however (United States Census). One of the houses included in
the fifty happened to be sold in April 2009, and the sale price was $554,500 (Trulia Real Estate
Search 2009). The median income of the area is $90,968 a year (United States Census).
A map consisting of an aerial photo of the community (from PASDA) with TIGER line
street files demarcating the roads in yellow (United States Census) is available in the Appendix,
Figure 6.
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Land Use
This community, while clearly suburban, was not established during the initial waves of
suburban development. As the pictures in Figure 7, Figure 8, and Figure 9 in the Appendix
indicate, in 1938, 1958, and 1971, Hearthstone was not built up during the immediate post World
War II housing booms. In fact, the median year structures were built in this township is 1990 (by
tenure, owned homes were built in the median year of 1991 and rented homes in the median year
of 1954). This belated development of Bucks County farmland actually speaks to the continuing
power of the suburban discourse. There have been many community-led environmental
backlashes to the suburbs. But, the model still dictates housing choices.
PA continues to lose 350 acres of farmland a day (Penn Environment 2009). After World
War II, Pennsylvania has converted 4,000,000 acres of farmland, yet its population has grown by
less than 17 percent (Hylton 1995). The land use around the specific suburban community is
made clear in Figure 13 in the Appendix. The open space in developments is marked in the
green with a blue outline. The orange outline denotes preserved properties.
The following metric will explore how residents of this community navigate the changing
land use.
Auto-Dependency
One of the most distinguishing features of the suburbs is their dependency on the
automobile. The compulsion to drive by suburban residents is necessitated by access to services
and jobs, located far from where people live.
There are many justifications for utilizing a transportation-based metric. In 2010, Bart
published a study for the European Union in which he looked at Carbon Dioxide auto-emissions.
Correlating these emissions to Gross Domestic Product, population data, and land use, Bart
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found the strongest correlation between emissions and artificial land use (283). Because
suburbanization is an “inherently climate-unfriendly mode of urban development” (289), Bart
recommends land use reforms as opposed to public transport infrastructure improvements. He
too sees little utility in the entire model. In any case, the connection between the suburbs and
increased Carbon Dioxide emissions is established. "There does not seem to be any doubt that
sprawling metro areas have worse ozone pollution than more compact areas" (Schmidt, 2004,
A623). Sprawl is clearly correlated with an increasing usage of vehicles, which is why I chose to
audit this usage here.
Just how much more are the suburbs using vehicles compared to other parts of the
metropolis in the United States? Table 1 below, created from Census data, illustrates that point
for the commute to work, a main cause of driving. Unfortunately, because where people work is
very seldom correlated with where they live, it is impossible to make a map plotting jobs relative
to the Hearthstone suburb. At one point, measuring the mileage from a suburban community to
its inner city metropolis might have been a helpful way of computing this commute. Most work
trips are from suburb to suburb, however, so such information is irrelevant. This reality
complicates conventional understandings of the suburban-inner city binary. People in the
suburbs have a 35.4-minute commute that 82.4 percent of its inhabitants partake in alone by
automobile. The suburbs require much time in an automobile.
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Table 1: Facts about Commute to Work, Compared for Bucks County, Philadelphia, and
the United States
Bucks County Philadelphia County

United States

Mean travel time to work
(minutes)

35.4

31.3

25.3

Percentage of Workforce that
Drives Alone

82.4

51.1

75.8

Percentage of Workforce that
Carpools
Percentage of Workforce that
Uses Public Transport

8.2

9.6

10.6

2.8

26.2

4.9

Besides driving to work, as established in the impact literature, driving to services is
another area of high environmental impact. Figure 10 in the Appendix illustrates where 17
integral services are located relative to Hearthstone community. East Brandon Way and Tall
Oak Court are highlighted in light blue, slightly north of center. The services are marked by red
dots or corresponding shapes, also corresponding to the numbers located in Table 2. The
services were selected based on the various needs people have. Below, Table 2 depicts the
mileage and time (traveling by automobile of course, the predominant method of transportation
in the suburbs) that it takes to reach these services. On average, about a ten minute drive is
necessary to get anywhere in this community. The suburbs clearly necessitate driving, which has
a very large environmental impact. Each person driving ten minutes for each errand is not the
norm in the inner city.
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Table 2: Selected Service and their distance in miles and time from Hearthstone
Community
Distance from
Time Traveling by Car
Service
Hearthstone (miles)
(minutes)
Central Bucks East High School

2.8

7

Holicong Middle School

2.6

6

Cold Spring Creamery Elementary
School

1.4

4

Doylestown Library

4.5

12

Doylestown Hospital

3.6

9

Doylestown Post Office

4.2

11

Genuardi's Family Market

3.4

8

Acme

3.7

9

Superfresh

4.1

9

PNC Bank

3.9

9

Wachovia Bank

4.6

11

Closest bus stop

3.8

9

Bucks County Courthouse

4.2

11

Central Park

6.7

17

George M. Bush Park

1.3

1

CVS Pharmacy

4.9

12

Rite Aid Pharmacy

8.6

17

AVERAGE

4.0

9.5
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The costs of increased time in the car and traffic are extensive. Vehicle emissions
contribute to increased pollution as well as Carbon Dioxide, a major cause of Global Climate
Change. According to the EPA emissions calculator, one trip of four miles in a car that averages
17 miles per gallon will emit 250 pounds of Carbon Dioxide.
It also robs individuals of their time. Driving in excess is expensive, in terms of fuel
costs and car maintenance. The increased number of cars discourages pedestrians and bikers less
likely to forego their cars for the long commute. Health too feels the impact, both in terms of
pollution and inactivity. The World Resources Institute offers some important cost measurements
on this auto-dependency. United States citizens drive two trillion miles a year. If anything, our
impact estimates are too low. According to the National Academy of Science, the EPA is
shortchanging the impact of motor vehicles on smog levels by 200 to 400 percent (MacKenzie et
al., 1992, 13). Ironically enough, our quest for the American dream and pursuing the good life
might be hurt by the use of the personal automobile more than helped by it (1). The Department
of Transportation wrote that due to congestion alone, 3 billion gallons of gasoline were wasted in
1984, putting the equivalent of 30 million tons of Carbon Dioxide in the air. In 2005, the
estimates increased to seven billion gallons—70 millions tons of Carbon Dioxide.
Oil used for cars can pollute water as well. “Car owners dump 100 million gallons of
used motor oil each year into the ground, storm sewers, or waterways; home mechanics pour 2.5
million gallons into drains and sewers each year. Seeping into the groundwater, one gallon of
petroleum can contaminate a million gallons of drinking water virtually forever. Altogether,
some 240 million gallons of oil are released into the environment annually from the 10.8 billon
barrels a year used in U.S. transportation” (Kay 1997, 95).
Finally, the notion that the suburbs have a long commute and the inner city does not is
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overly simplistic. Actually, excellent work has been done to show that minorities with low
income in the central city have the longest commute of the demographics present there. Our
focus here is on the undue amount of environmental damage that long commutes by individual
automobiles cause. But, that is in no way to assert that the suburbs are unique in long commutes.
In fact, such a binary detracts from how jobs and commutes in the inner city are then
conceptualized (Shen 2000).
The following metric will explore the additional asphalt this type of driving requires.
Asphalt Square Footage
The Federal Emergency Management Agency’s National Flood Insurance program states
on its website, “New land development can increase flood risk, especially if the construction
changes natural runoff paths” (PA Land Use Coalition 2009). As asphalt coverage increases, the
permeable surfaces available decreases. Storm water runoff increases, first encountering highly
chemical-laden driveways and lawns. That runoff can damage property (a perhaps more
traditional suburban concern) as well as the environment. Pennsylvania has the 18th highest
amount of property damage by floods each year and is in no way a coastal state (though it is a
suburbanizing one). The nation as a whole has incurred 2,400,000,000 dollars in damage in the
past ten years (PA Land Use Coalition 2009).
There are other problems from storm runoff as well. Topsoil is eroded. The aquifers are
not replenished. As Buckingham Township still has 8000 acres in agriculture use, this topsoil
erosion is no small repercussion. Additionally, because suburban development has not been held
in check by infrastructure, the houses in this area are supplied with water by private wells. It is
crucial with this kind of setup for ground water to be replenished (Rome, 2001, 124). Water
supplies are also hurt by this increased use of asphalt because for every 10- to 15 percent of open
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space reduced around a stream or water source, there is a serious decrease in water quality (PA
Land Use Coalition, 2009).
In the Appendix, Figure 11 shows an infrared photo from 2004 PASDA that highlights
the sprawling asphalt of the suburbs, not including the additional streets that have to be built in
order for people to reach services. I measured the street and driveway dimensions using aerial
photos and measurement tools in GIS. The total asphalt square footage then of the streets and
driveways is 102,512 square feet. Each driveway has an average dimension of 18.5 by 42.1 feet.
This divides out to about 2050 square feet per household and about 680 square feet of asphalt per
person. This has many implications for storm runoff, for instance. Water supplies are hurt by
this increased use of asphalt because for every 10- to 15 percent of open space reduced around
stream or water source, there is a serious decrease in water quality.
Table 3: Asphalt Square Footage in Hearthstone
Total Asphalt (Streets and Driveways)

102,512 square feet

Average Driveway

18.5 feet by 42.1 feet

Square Footage of Asphalt per Household

2050.25 square feet

Square Footage of Asphalt per Person

683.4 square feet

Although the suburbs have less continuous asphalt than in the city, they also have a
greater square footage per person. I hesitate in whether to include the corresponding figure for
fifty homes in the West Philadelphia Parkside neighborhood. On the one hand, it is useful
information as a point of comparison, but giving separate statistics for the inner city and suburbs
furthers the binary because I’m not merely trying to flip the existing hierarchy but rather try to
disrupt it. Incidentally, the inner city figure is almost one fifth that of the suburban at 133 square
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feet. But, that is not the point so much as looking at the suburban impact and how the idea then
does not make sense as a model.
Before moving to the final environmental metric, a quick caveat is necessary. The large
amounts of asphalt used in the suburbs might seem to be quite a bit less relatively speaking when
compared to the inner city. The percentage of the urban landscape covered by asphalt and
concrete versus the suburban landscape is obviously much higher and easily observable.
However, examining the asphalt that is used in the suburbs per capita, it is obvious that the inner
city supports many more people for the same amount of square footage of asphalt than the
suburbs do. Additionally, we can examine what the alternative to the asphalt spaces are.
Though green, lawns are certainly not an environmental good. Even within the environmental
impact, we can see the myth of the suburbs at play.
Energy Use
Now, air conditioning and heating based on electricity or gas have become the norm in
the suburbs. That was not always the norm.
Both passive and active solar have had their spots in the suburban history. In the post
World War II era, active solar developments were very advanced; the use of solar panels is not a
modern day or even 1970s development. Rationing during wartime prompted researchers to
explore these options (Rome, 2001, 84). As the 1950s ushered in a time of greater opulence,
these avenues began to be ignored. Instead, air conditioning was introduced. The cooling
method was used as a major force in selling houses. Many rationales were constructed.
Developers tied air conditioning to everything, including better health, improved family relations
(people are nicer when they are not hot!), and superior housewives (it will not be too hot for a
home cooked meal!) (64, 67-69). Beyond contributing to greater energy costs in its own right,
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air conditioning had the same effect on passive solar design principles as the 1950s did on active
solar.
Passive solar, while still taking advantage of the sun as an energy source, differs from
active solar in that it requires no panels or other equipment. Instead, it draws on the sun’s energy
by letting the design of the house utilize the sun’s natural movement. Home design features that
best achieve this aim include many south facing windows and few west and east facing windows
(where the sun rises in the Northeast United States in the winter, ideal for warming a home),
materials that absorb and releases heat slowly (such as brick, tile, and concrete), and lots of
shade trees (Solar Energy for Homes 2001). Even just by abiding by the south facing windows
principle alone, one can lower an electric bill by 10 to 25 percent. The incorporation of other
principles as well increases this reduction to thirty to seventy percent. Obviously, the reduction
in cost also corresponds to a reduction in environmental impact. Air conditioning hurt the
integration of passive solar principles because it allowed developers to ignore these natural
cooling techniques through of a quick technological fix (Rome, 2001, 64). With air
conditioning, they could ignore where shade is placed and use materials that were not the best
insulators (85). Additionally, many developers did not consult architects at all; truly the suburbs
were put up without consideration of some of the most important tenets of building (62).
As indicated by Table 4 below this text, no one in this Census tract uses Solar Panels as
their energy source. Nonetheless, there are ways to harness solar energy, sans panels, by
designing homes that respond to the environment through their position and materials (Solar
Energy for Homes 2001).
In Hearthstone, facades are of brick or stone with aluminum siding. Stone and brick are
ideal thermal materials for passive solar because they absorb and release heat slowly. But, their
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coupling with aluminum argues against the idea that they were chosen for their contributions to
passive solar design principles.
As stated, by having many south-facing windows one can cut energy bills by 10 to 25
percent. In Hearthstone, the majority of windows are located in the front of the house (six to
eleven windows per house, varying in size). All the fronts pay homage to the automobiledependent suburbs by orienting themselves to the street. Figure 12 in the appendix shows the
cardinal direction orientation of each home. Only two happen to be facing directly south.
Twenty are facing at least southeast or southwest. This relatively simple design principle that
reduces emissions is in no way taken advantage of in Hearthstone. Instead, a sprawling street
determines the direction homes face.
Table 4 indicates that most of the people in the suburbs heat their homes with either gas
or fuel oil. The environmental impact of these types of heating intensifies with the extremely
large square footage of the homes involved in this study (2620 square feet on average). The
scope of this study did not include household surveys so in that way it is difficult to ascertain
exact energy costs (personal habits make overall energy used variable, even though the type of
home is automatically conducive to higher energy costs). Here then I relied on my agency as
someone who grew up in a suburban home and interviewed some of my neighbors as to their
monthly usage. Although not an exact figure, electricity is responsible for 40,345 pounds of CO2
per year and the natural gas causes 21,290 pounds of CO2 to be emitted per year (EPA
Household Emissions Calculator 2010).
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Table 4: Mechanism to Heat Home in Buckingham Census Tract
Mechanism Utility Bottled, Electricity Fuel oil, Coal Wood Solar Other No
Used to Heat gas
tank, or
kerosene, or
energy fuel fuel
Home
LP gas
etc.
coke
used

Counts in
1747
Census Tract

32

553

1574

8

8

0

7

8

Conclusion
The reason for conducting this ecological audit is not merely to deconstruct the suburbs
themselves, but rather to then relate that information back to the binary of the suburbs and the
inner city. As we have seen, the suburbs have a tremendous impact on the environment.
Going through various parts of the ecological audit establishes environmentally why not
only that the suburbs is an unfeasible model of development but also that the inner city is
actually a more attractive option in terms of per capita impact. This notion is not to make the
argument for urbanizing the country, but rather to demonstrate the power of the suburban
discourse as normal even in the face of its own negative attributes. This one particular culturally
hegemonic suburban definition is highly resource intensive, as indicated above. The suburbs are
ecologically undesirable from the four metrics measured above. They take away farm land in
changing land use, developed at a low population density. They are auto-dependent, requiring
large amounts of driving to both jobs and services. They use large amounts of asphalt per person
and the green spaces they do afford are not ecologically benign. Finally, they demand more
energy than other homes dependent on fossil fuels because of their large size while failing to take
advantage of the passive solar opportunities inherent with their large number of windows.
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Though “normal,” there are insufficient resources for all to live in the suburbs. Showing
this through an ecological audit, we can then move to shift the categories of suburban and inner
city in an attempt to shake the suburban strength.
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Chapter	
  5	
  
This work has been written under the assertion that there is a dualism in place that
determines how we think about housing in the United States: the suburbs and the inner city.
These are two unequal terms. Forming a hierarchy, one term is systematically favored over the
other. According to Scott, the hierarchy within a binary establishes itself through one being
more: dominant, prior, and visible (Scott, 1988, 7). This thesis is trying to create a space to ask
why. We identified the many diverse and evolving sources of the suburbs’ power within this
housing binary. Exploring where the suburbs draw power from is necessary. The weak links in
the suburban chain around housing are the points where we can attempt to shift the hierarchy as
well as the opposed categories of suburban and inner-city themselves.
This section is an attempt to shift the categories in which we predominantly think about
housing in the United States. One theoretical tool that has become closely associated with
poststructural theory is deconstruction, utilized by Derrida, among others. Examining the
framework that gives the suburban-inner city binary power and the ecological point of entry as a
space of instability within this framework, I hope to show how this way of thinking about
housing is problematic. We can move beyond it, however, and create a discursive space for the
other possibilities. In that sense, the ecological audit serves as evidence to demonstrate the
significance of Derrida’s approach. This chapter is an application of deconstruction that
hopefully can lead to a new urban politic.
Beyond land use, chapter three established how many different intersections establish our
thinking about the suburbs. The language and nature of poststructuralism might employ abstract
thoughts and ideas (Pryke, Rose, and Whatmore 2003, 1). But, it is doing so in order to shift a
real materiality. The discourse on the suburbs allows us to understand it in any number of ways:
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it could mean a house, an institution, a collection of resources, cheap oil, cars, picket fences,
American Dream, technology, middle class, racially, or ethnically homogeneous, redlining,
cheap construction materials, expensive homes, strip malls, environmental degradation, loans,
mortgages, sprawl, fleeing biodiversity, consumption, white flight, privacy, gender roles,
income, home owner regulation, lawns, schools, public transportation, private property, safety,
home-improvement, public space, carpools, and commutes. These various ways in which we
know the suburbs re-assert that there is not a singular text or reading of the discursive term
“suburb.”
Executing the application of deconstruction theory here is not an exercise without
foundation or precedent. “Certainly we can take heart from the history of feminism, which is full
of illustrations of refusals of simple dichotomies and attempts instead to demonstrate that
equality requires recognition and inclusion of difference” (Scott, 1988, 176). With that
additionally established rationale, let us proceed.
Perhaps deconstruction and poststructuralism in general gets its reputation for
immateriality and frustration from Derrida’s assertion that to define deconstruction is to entirely
miss the point. That statement, maddening to the point of being droll, comes from Derrida’s
rejection of the idea that “concepts” can have a static, definite meaning. He is not trying to offer
us overarching theories and is intentionally convoluted with his style (as a way of disrupting the
dominant discourse with writing as well). This strategy of his makes it difficult to summarize his
work. Nonetheless, deconstruction can be explained.
Derrida uses history against philosophy: when confronted with essentialist,
idealizing theories and claims to ahistorical or tranhistorical understanding, he
asserts the historicity of these discourses and theoretical assumptions. But he also
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uses philosophy against history and the claims of the historical narratives.
Deconstruction couples a philosophical critique of history and historical
understanding with the specification that discourse is historical and meaning
historically determined, both in principle and in practice… (Culler 1983, 129)
Most simply, deconstruction is a method of analysis (again, the language we choose is difficult
because Derrida says that deconstruction is not merely an analysis, critique, or method). It
serves this function more so than a counter-philosophy or political strategy (though certainly it
has implications in both of these arenas). Literary studies, in additional to social theory and
philosophy, have utilized the technique; its presence is felt across disciplines. (Andermahr,
Lovell, Wolkowitz,1997, 17).
The suburban discourse is not the truth. Yet, dominant discourses are so powerful
because they attempt to function as truth. Foucault outlines the power of discourse to
institutionalize and systemize:
By a system of formation, then, I mean a complex group of relations that function
as a rule: it lays down what must be related, in a particular discursive practice, for
such and such an enunciation to be made, for such and such a concept to be used,
for such and such a strategy to be organized. To define a system of formation in
its specific individuality is therefore to characterize a discourse or a group of
statements by the regularity of a practice (Foucault, 1972/1969, 74).
We have established the ways in which the culturally hegemonic suburban conception has
managed to take on, in its individuality, certain regularity in our practices. But, one way to
challenge this accepted natural status is by looking to the ways in which the suburbs actually
mirror inner city experiences and furthermore are not homogenous. This strategy within
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deconstruction is to emphasize the ways both terms of the binary are similar (Scott, 1988). By
showing that the suburbs and the inner city have shared traits, then, the boundaries of the
categories as opposites begin to blur. By shifting the categories then, we can force the hierarchy
to lose its clutch on housing (Collins and Mayblin, 1997, 20)
If one way of executing a deconstruction is by showing how the two terms are similar,
the suburban-inner city binary provides us with almost endless fodder. Maybe even simple logic
should demonstrate for us that the suburban experience is more diverse than its essentialized
conception. Assets like cheap land, open space, and lower taxes would clearly not only be
appealing to the affluent middle class. In any case, if the suburbs are actually similar to the
inner city, the inferior poor inner city being dependent on the privileged affluent suburbs loses its
grip.
One interesting notion of the work showing the variety of suburban experience is that it
has appeared for the past 100 years, despite the culturally persevering conception. The
“revisionists” of our suburban history have been writing since the 1990s. Perhaps the hypersuburbanization that occurred through the 1940s and 1950s caused a case of national amnesia to
the way that suburban really have always been. In any case, two of these early sociologists are
Graham Taylor and Harian Paul Douglass ((Nicolaides and Wiese, 2006, 99).
The inner city might have had legitimately negative attributes from an environmental
perspective following the industrial revolution. But, these landscape changes were not unique to
the city! Taylor writes prolifically about the exodus of industrial plants from the city (before the
exodus of manufacturing jobs from the United States city to the global south in the 1950s). An
example of special interest to this paper is the case of Baldwin Locomotive Works, moving out
of Philadelphia. Even well known manufacturing cities, like Detroit, saw plants moving to the
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suburbs. Of course, not everyone moved out of the city. But, since jobs did move, thousands
were reverse commuting from the city to the suburbs even as early as 1916.
Douglass too can be credited with early attempts of complicating the suburban
experience. He acknowledges that the suburbs might look like mansions, villas, country clubs,
and green trees. But, he also says that despite these conceptions, there are many fragments of the
suburban experience. Most explicitly, he draws a distinction between the industrial and
residential suburb.
The diversity of city experiences is generally accepted. Douglass pushes us to “Within
the boundaries of the city the social competition of its most prosperous districts is in most
glowing contrast with that to its poverty-stricken ones. The same contrasts occur along the
margins of the city and out into the suburbs!” (Douglass, 1925, 112). To counter the suburban
homogeneity, Douglas says that there are many “examples of downright suburban slums typified
by the squatter community” (112). In terms of diversity, Douglas also writes about how there
was a greater concentration of people is born outside of the United States living in the suburbs
than there is in the city (112). Finally, the cheaper housing is a common reason cited for why the
suburbs were able to get such a grasp on the United States housing model. But, it should be clear
that cheaper rents would be a serious draw for everyone. Why would the poor not go to the
suburbs? While people certainly stayed in the city, there were more than only the affluent on the
suburban peripheries.
Foucault’s concept of the genealogy lends itself well to setting up a deconstruction. He
challenges the unexamined and accepted version of history and instead tries to evaluate the past
in a non-linear way, de-familiarizing and disputing its acceptance (Andermahr, Lovel,
Wolkowitz, 1997). Our current conceptions of how the suburbs are valorized today are then
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transferred to any period in history—even those that had completely different suburbs (GibsonGraham, 2003, 100).
Harris and Lewis’s work (alluded to earlier in this thesis) shows how the suburbs are
actually quite similar to the inner city. They show that from 1900-1950, all manufacturing jobs
were not located in the inner city (2001, 125). They problematize the notion that only the
affluent lived in the suburbs for while one-third of rents were above the national average in the
suburbs for this period, one-forth were also below (129).
Andrew Weise writes on how the black suburban experience is not part of the dominant
discourse. “To outsiders—journalists, city planners, white neighbors, and many middle-class
blacks—these places [some black suburbs] were ‘slums,’ [and] ‘poverty pockets,’ …Academic
observers, too, saw these communities as little more than ‘rural slums’ or ‘little ghettoes’ that
belonged outside the legitimate suburbanization process” (2004, 68). The binary of the suburbs
and the inner city can be seen as drawing its power by propagating exclusion; our culturally
hegemonic conception does not include these experiences.
In some ways, we can see how Weise, in challenging the dominant discourse, is limited
by it. Wiese writes about the suburban south where many middle class blacks settled on the city
outskirts. He quotes journalist Sam Fulwood saying “In the spring, my neighborhood could have
been the suburban setting for a Hollywood movie…This was a world where all the girls had
Barbie dolls, and the boys G.I. Joes, and every kid owned roller skates and bicycles” (2004, 164).
Actually citing a black suburb that is quintessentially culturally hegemonic is very much is in
line with what Foucault tells us about the power of discourse. Because even though Weise has
different arguments, he is still stuck starting from certain same assumptions (Scott, 1988, 36,
Feminist Studies). By trying to ascertain that black people too shared in the middle class suburb,
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Weise furthers a certain imagined suburban ideal, only troubling the racial composition.
Weise also counters the middle class suburban conception, regardless of a community’s
racial composition. He points to the interesting notion that working class Americans were
actually more likely to own their home, under-consuming in other facets of life in order to have
this economically essential asset (that beyond housing provided supplemental income
opportunities in the form of gardens and renters). This is not the notion of the suburbs that
prevails (2001, 69). The suburban experiences that Weise depicts are part of the national trend
happening where urban centers were losing population. But, they are also diverse, economically
and racially. These suburban experiences influence the suburbs just as much as white middle
class ones. Furthermore, they show that relying on one suburban experience as a model is not
accurate!
Becky Nicolaides writes about a suburb, South Gate, of Los Angeles. The suburban
experience she describes challenges the culturally hegemonic conception as well. Home
ownership is important, but to avoid eviction as opposed to other motivating factors (2002, 28).
Manufacturing is prioritized over aesthetics. “Far from a planned, garden community of readybuilt homes and shady streets, South Gate offered its citizens only the bare bones of suburbia”
(13). We can trouble this notion that there is certain “bare bone” or essential suburban
characteristics. In a sense, Nicolaides is still limited by the binary. She talks about the presence
of self-help, individualism, Americanism, homeowner rights, and preferences for passive
governments (276).
If the suburbs actually come in all of the aforementioned forms, the utility of
poststructuralism becomes all the more apparent. It shows that the way we understand the
suburbs is not merely through physical characteristics because it has become possible to be a
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“non-suburban” suburb.
We see from Weise and Nicolaides that the things it is even possible to say about housing
are intimately wrapped up with a restricting power. Our production of knowledge is filtered
through a very precise set of circumstances in which it is possible to know. The construction of
housing discourses through power, then, makes it difficult to think about the suburbs outside of
the prescribed dominance that we receive. What has been said and the way in which it has been
said greatly limit where research can go (Allen, 2003, 24).
In this way, we can see how discourse is overwhelming. Even in trying to circumvent it,
we can get trapped in using its logic and language. At the same time though, there is a
constructive possibility within discourse. Just as discourse can be used to re-convey, reestablish, and reproduce powerful statements on the suburbs, it also can give us the ability to
change, weaken, and undercut the dominant discourse. Thus, there is utility to analyzing within
contexts, according to Derrida (Scott 41). It allows us to re-conceptualize the dominant
historical narrative we are provided with.
Deconstruction rejects finding a singular meaning in texts, instead maintaining that there
are not only multiple meanings but also a web of inter-textuality that influences what meaning
we do ascertain from a text (Weedon, 1987 163). Chris Weedon points out, “much
deconstructive analysis, especially in American literary criticism, fails to attend to questions of
social context, particular interests and power. Here, however, we have very much contextualized
this poststructuralist exercise amid social and political conditions.
One thing about deconstruction that might be counter-intuitive is that is not necessary to
reject all the established knowledge about a subject. Instead of outright discarding books,
papers, and authors, deconstruction allows us to “re-inscribe” them outside of the binary.
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While there is not a singular reading, there is regularity in the way that we view the
suburbs that is considered unproblematic. As established in chapter three, there are many
sources that bring the suburban dominant discourse. The government, technology,
transportation, land use, business, culture, sexuality, and the environment are all aspects of this
discourse. Through these nodes, the suburbs are able to exercise a power over our thoughts. By
establishing the purposeful ways in which the suburbs were introduced to our collective
imagination and institutionalized on the United States landscape, we successfully de-naturalize
their accepted status (Scott, 1988, 7). The suburbs history additionally allows us to challenge
how they are not independent and superior to the inner city but in fact quite interdependent. The
history of the suburbs, from annexations to municipal services, shows that the suburbs existence
depended on the inner city.
Of course, everyone has not been a proponent of poststructuralism. Its critics suggest that
it is completely devoid of political implications. Reviewers discuss poststructuralism as a
“virus” that has “bitten” members of the Academy (Offen, 1989, 16). An interesting counter to
those who write of poststructuralism as devoid of material implications is to execute the theory
with stereotypically material tools.
The ecological impact can show how the suburbs actually have a lot of internal stability.
They do not provide a sound housing model for themselves, let alone one that should be
privileged. Exploring this instability is another way to contest meaning within a binary.
According to Lawrence D. Frank, we can curb carbon emissions by ten percent if the
population density was increased from 3-4 people per acre to 6-8. Hearthstone community
resides in a county with 891 people per square mile. In Philadelphia, with a density of 11,233.6
per square mile, the higher density living leads to just under a thirty percent cut in carbon
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emissions relative to Bucks County. Additionally, eight percent of the homes in Philadelphia are
single units, compared to 87.4 percent of homes in Bucks County.
Besides the ecological reasons that the suburbs should not be privileged, they are also
socially unattainable. As indicated, living in the suburban model requires a certain amount of
income. The chart below indicates the income shortfall comparing West Philadelphia (site of the
Philadelphia field project) to both Bucks County as a whole as well as Census Tract 1045.01
where Hearthstone Community is located. The median income in Bucks County is $59727. The
aggregate income in West Philadelphia needed to reach this median figure is $2,342,176,917. To
reach the median income in Census Tract 1045.01 which is $90968, an aggregate amount of
$4,746,827,928 would be needed. These figures are not remotely possible to achieve using
typical job creation programs and other measures the country currently engages in to “fight”
poverty. Yet, when we conduct the conversation about housing the way that we currently do,
such unrealistic agendas are really what we are promoting.
The income this model demands is not practical for all. “A direct measure of the
efficacy of poverty policy is something called “the poverty gap,” which is the dollar amount
needed to bring all poor households above the poverty line” (Glasmeier 2005, 38). The poverty
gap, for West Philadelphia, site of the Philadelphia Field Project, and Bucks County is below:
Table 5: Income Required for West Philadelphia to Emulate Bucks County
Aggregate income of West Philadelphia
If made median Bucks county income
Income shortfall compared to Bucks
If made median tract income 90968
Income shortfall compared to tract

TOTALS
2,255,070,000
4,597,246,917
2,342,176,917
7,001,897,928
4,746,827,928

These are not figures that are achievable. But, beyond encouraging us to think solely in terms of
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income and in terms of who has it and who does not, this type of comparison forces us within the
tyranny of the binary.
The undertaking of trying to make the inner city behave as the suburbs is a dangerous
one. There are no essential suburbs to emulate. There is no sustainable model even within the
perceived essential suburbs. There is insufficient income to achieve this model everywhere.
The main ways we will challenge the accepted meaning of the binary (particularly the privileged
aspect) us through: reversing the hierarchy, attempted to expose the repressed terms, challenging
the natural status, exposing the interdependence, illustrating the internal instability (Scott, 1988,
7).
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Chapter	
  Six	
  
This thesis has focused on both the need and justification for theory. “We need theory
that will let us think in terms of pluralities and diversities rather than of unities and
universals…We need theory that will enable us to articulate alternative ways of thinking (and
thus acting…) … without simply reversing the old hierarchies or confirming them” (Scott, 1988,
33, Feminist Studies). This thesis has attempted to use theory in this very way. It has moved
away from a normalizing, universal suburb. It has created space for alternative housing
conceptions beyond the conventional suburb. It has neither subscribed to the dominant suburb
nor suggested the inner city move into that place of privilege instead.
Additionally, there are some particularities about this current moment that make invoking
this theory all the more pertinent. The rising consciousness that various ecological studies of the
suburbs indicate is not brand new. There was a moment in the 1970s when the environmental
movement in coordination with aging infrastructure, raising taxes, the decline of the nuclear
family, open space protests, and conservation groups coalesced to seriously question the
suburban model. In a way, we are returning to this moment when the environmental toll is
pronounced. Maybe we are looking at a return to this lost opportunity. As it becomes culturally
vogue to be concerned about where one’s food comes from and whom it impacts, perhaps we can
put housing on the agenda as well.
Besides a returning to a certain environmental consciousness, we might also be in an
opportunistic moment because of the current economic crisis. In an article entitled “Slumburbia”
written for the New York Times online, Tim Egan cites the following statistic for a San Francisco
Bay area suburb. Median home prices have decreased from $500,000 to $150,000. One-eighth
of the houses are in a state of foreclosure (2.8 million homes received notices in 2009). This set
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of affairs seems similar to the circumstances before the United States government during the
Great Depression. Their course of action in the 1930s helped to further affirm the suburbs
position of privilege in the United States. It is thus important to problematize those choices so
that policy that encourages a greater variety of housing models can be encouraged (Egan 2010).
I mention this article because in the current economic moment, it might seem like the
fallacies of the suburbs are obvious. But, as we look to possible alternatives and retrofitting the
suburbs, the environmental impact of the suburbs as a rationale for change cannot be forgotten.
Additionally, the normalizing power of the suburbs should not be discounted in light of
defaulting mortgages and abandoned homes. A powerful discourse is still in place, though its
weak seams are becoming more apparent.
Poststructuralism has its limits. It is not enough to assert that we think our way out of the
binary. But, applying the theory does help us to see just how pervasive and powerful the suburbs
are. Then, as the ecological audit suggests, there are real, material circumstances that to
challenge the binary. Re-thinking and re-writing the suburban experience is not enough. We
need to tie the theory to real solutions. The high environmental impact of the suburbs is one
motivation to do so.
This work has shown the utility of poststructural theory through a topic to which it is not
usually applied. It is by no means exhaustive. The rural did not enter into this discussion. An
interesting exploration might examine where the rural fits into the hierarchy written about here.
Individual household surveys would have better captured the ecological impact of the suburbs.
But, besides the ways this thesis could have been expanded (and the work certainly should be
taken up), this thesis did have its successes.
As stated at the beginning of this piece, there are repercussions for this analysis beyond
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an awareness of the environmental intensity of suburban living. The complement to valuing the
suburbs as the model of good living is disparaging the inner city for not being suburban. But, as
illustrated by the four ecological indices , the suburbs require an alarming amount of resources.
They do not provide a model that can be duplicated. Yet, the inner city is said to lack of
“decent” housing in part because the suburban model has already decided what good housing is.
By picking at the power that upholds the suburbs through the ecological lens, we can begin to
shift the way we think. By seeing the shortcomings of the suburbs from an ecological
perspective, we can question the view of the inner city as lacking suburban qualities. Our
responses to poverty can be much more positive and focused on inner city assets as opposed to
deficits. The inner city, for instance, has many environmentally sound housing characteristics:
multiple family dwellings, shared walls, less asphalt square footage per person. Linking the
material, environmental impact of suburban living to the impact of privileging the suburbs over
other housing types can illustrate how the reality of the suburbs implores us to adjust our
acceptance of it.
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Appendix	
  
Figure 1: Concentric Zone Model, Ernest Burgess (The Suburb Reader)
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Figure 2 (US Census Data)
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Figure 3 (US Census Data)
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Figure 4 (US Census Data)
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Figure 5 (US Census Data)
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Figure 6: The Suburban Community of Hearthstone (PASDA aerial photo and Census Tiger Line
Files overlaid)
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Figure 7: Hearthstone Area in 1938 (Source: PASDA)
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Figure 8: Hearthstone Area in 1958 (Source: PASDA)
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Figure 9: Hearthstone Area, 1971 (Source PASDA)
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Figure 10
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Figure 11: Aerial Infrared Photo of Hearthstone (PASDA)
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Figure 12: Cardinal Direction of Homes in Hearthstone Community
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Figure 13: Open Space around Hearthstone Community
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